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VISION 2015
This catalog was designed to provide our customers 
with an easy way to have essential product informa-
tion along with pricing in one single document. The 
products are divided into 18 separate product catego-
ries (Chapters) in the same way as on the Vision web-
page. To help the reader all products are further divid-
ed into three separate color coded groups as follows:

Season 2015 novelties are marked with a RED rec-
tangle including word NEW. If an existing prod-
uct family has got new models for season 2015, it 
is marked with a BROWN rectangle labeled with a 
PLUS sign. The rest of the products are from earlier 
seasons and marked with a BLUE rectangle. 

NOTE! All Recommended Retail Prices (RRP) are in 
euros.



                                                         Chapter 1: OUTFITS
The Baltic Sea is a first-class location for coastal seatrout fishing.
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NEW GT100  
HIGH-END READY-TO-GO SINGLE HAND SET 

ESPECIALLY FOR TRADITIONAL RIVER FISHING   

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast four piece GT100 rod 
 Reliable black GT56 reel on #5 & GT67 on #6  
 Season 2015 novelty two tone Vibe100 floating line 

with a 10 m head and plenty of 20lb backing and a 
tapered 9’ leader. All pre spooled. 
 Comes with a protective Cordura tube with a 

new type of a reel pouch 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs RRP 

VGO4905 GT100 SH Outfit 9’ #5 4 395 
VGO4906  GT100 SH Outfit 9’ #6 4 395 

 

STORY: A true high-quality ready-to-go set. New GT100 rod is a four piece medium fast rod with a graphite colored non-sanded 
blank. It has a black aluminum reel seat and a half wells handle. The reel is the popular and proven black GT reel. The line in the 
outfit is a new floating Vibe 100. It has a 10 meter blue colored head and a white running line. Being a part of the Vibe family which is 
famous for being almost ridiculously easy to cast, it has the same great features as the other members, including durability and 
slickness due to the integrated silicon particles, easy-to-cast, very little memory, loop at the tip of the line and many other great 
features. Add a decent amount of 20lb backing and a tapered 9’ leader and you have a set which is second to none. It is packed into 
an easy-to-use protective cordura tube with a new type of reel pouch. 

 

NEW SILVER 
HIGH-END READY-TO-GO SINGLE HAND SET 

ESPECIALLY FOR COASTAL FISHING 

 

 

FEATURES: 

 A new strong medium fast action four 
piece Silver rod 
 Proven black Deep reel with a Kust fly 

line (10 m intermediate tip), 20lb 
backing and a 9’ leader.  
 All pre-spooled and ready for action. 
 Comes with a Cordura tube with a reel 

pouch. 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs RRP

VSO4907 Silver Outfit 9’ #7 4 295 
 

STORY: New Silver outfit was developed especially for the Baltic sea trout fishing 
but can naturally be used in large variety of fishing situations. It includes a totally 
new medium fast action blue greyish four piece Silver rod with aluminum reel seat, 
full wells handle and a fighting butt. The set has a highly popular black Deep die 
cast aluminum reel and a two tone Kust fly line, which has 10 meter long pale olive 
slow intermediate head and integrated orange running line. Plenty of backing and a 
suitable leader are included. Everything is pre-spooled and ready for action. Packed 
in a protective cordura tube with a reel pouch. 
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 ZULU affordable ready-to-go set  

 

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast action four piece Zulu rod 
 Quality Zulu reel 
 Easy casting floating fly line 
 Includes also backing and a leader  
 Everything pre-spooled and ready for action 
 Packed in Cordura tube with a reel pouch 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs  RRP 
VZK48034 Zulu Outfit 8’ #3-4 4  169 
*VZK47656 Zulu Outfit  7’6”  #5-6 4  169 

VZK49056 Zulu Outfit 9’ #5-6 4  169 

VZK49078 Zulu Outfit  9’ #7-8 4  169 

VZK49678 Zulu Outfit 9’6’ #7-8 4  169 

*Great for younger kids. 
 

STORY: They have forgiving medium fast, 4 – piece Zulu rods, quality Zulu reels and easy casting floating flylines. They are great 
gifts for beginners, but our pro guides tend to use them as well when they are fishing on their own.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATOM high-quality ready-to-go set  

 

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast action three piece Atom rod 
 Deep die cast aluminum fly reel 
 High quality easy to cast floating fly line 
 Includes also backing and a leader  
 Everything pre-spooled and ready for action 
 Packed in Cordura tube with a reel pouch 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs  RRP 
VAA3804 Atom Outfit 8’ #4 3  219 
VAA3905 Atom Outfit  9’ #5 3  219 

VAA3906 Atom Outfit 9’ #6 3  219 

VAA3967 Atom Outfit  9’6’’ #7 3  219 

VAA3908 Atom Outfit 9’ #8 3  219 
 

 

STORY: Atom kit has medium fast, 3 – piece Atom rod, Deep die cast aluminium reel and a great casting floating flyline. It is a 
great all round kit for learning the sport but will fulfill the needs of experienced fisherman too.  
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 ATOM DH  high-quality ready-to-go DH set  

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast four piece ATOM DH rod 
 Reliable Deep #9-10 reel  
 Suitable floating Ace shooting head, floating  

running line and plenty of 30lb backing and a  
tapered 15’ leader. All pre spooled. 
 Comes with a protective Cordura tube with a 

reel pouch 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs  RRP 
VAA4138 Atom DH Outfit 13’ #8-9 4  395 
VAA41510 Atom DH Outfit 15’ #10-11 4  395 

 

STORY: Atom DH 4-piece rods with metallic silver finish have a powerful medium fast action well capable of handling all sorts of 
fly lines. The 13’ rod has a uniquely shaped DH cork handle similar to our famous Gtfour Catapult DH rods whereas the handle of 
the 15’ is more traditionally shaped, slightly longer and provides plenty of room for a wider grip if you prefer.  
 

 

 PIKE ready-to-go heavy single hand SET 

 

  

FEATURES: 

 Strong medium fast action three piece Pike rod 
 Lightweight graphite reel with Big Daddy 

intermediate fly line, backing and a pike wire 
leader.  
 All pre-spooled and ready for action. 
 Comes with a Cordura tube with a reel pouch. 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs  RRP 
VPP3909 Pike Outfit 9’ #9 3  219 
 

STORY: Pike fishing is probably the fastest growing part of fly fishing in the 
Scandinavia and Vision wants to be on the frontline of this development.  
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            Chapter 2:SINGLE HAND RODS
Vision World Team member Jasper Pääkkönen is a very happy man when releasing

this stunning bar of silver.
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NEW KUST 
LIGHTWEIGHT FOUR piece  MEDIUM fast action 

rod with PREMIUM COMPONENTS 

 
FEATURES: 

 Fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Dark blue blanks with white markings 
 Full wells handles  

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight RRP 

VKU4906 Kust 9’ #6 4 129g 375 

VKU4907 Kust 9’ #7 4 132g  375

VKU4908 Kust 9’ #8 4 135g  375

 
STORY: This is a range of rods which are especially targeted for coastal fishing for seatrout, sea bass, mackerel, pollock and other 
northern saltwater fish. These rods have powerful progressive action with relatively fast recovery speed which makes them real joy to 
cast long day. As they are made for saltwater they feature hard chrome snake guides, Pacific Bay Titanium frame stripping guides 
and SW-proof reel seat. The handle is full wells shape and made from high quality marble cork. All models have a fighting butt. 
These rods are 4 – piece and come with a triangle shaped rod tube & cloth bag. 
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EXTREME 
LIGHTWEIGHT three piece  MEDIUM fast 

action rod with BEST COMPONENTS 

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast action 
 Three piece rods 
 Dark blue blanks with white markings 
 Half wells in the lighter models, full 

wells in the heavier models 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 
VEE3804 Extreme 8’ #4 3 65g  410 
VEE3905 Extreme  9’ #5 3 72g   410 
VEE3906 Extreme  9’ #6 3  77g   410 
VEE3967 Extreme  9’6’’ #7 3  116g   410 
VEE3908 Extreme  9’ #8 3  118g   410 

 

 

STORY: This three piece medium action rod is a perfect combination of lightness, power, sensitivity and looks in one elegant 
package. These rods have the extreme action for single handed Spey casts. Manufactured from the top-of-the-line Japanese 
graphite and equipped with the best possible components this deep-blue beauty is ready for action. The rod is delivered in a 
protective aluminum tube along with a cloth bag. 
 

+  VIPU 
Affordable medium fast  

action four piece rod 

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Dark brown blanks with yellow markings 
 Half wells in the lighter models, 
 Full wells and fighting butts in the heavier 

models 
 Great value for money ratio 
 Brown cordura tube 
 
* Competition versions with matt antiglare  
   surface and lightweight leg guides 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 

VPU4663 Vipu 6’6’’ #3 4 52g  145 

VPU4763 Vipu  7’6”  #3 4 76g  145 

VPU4804 Vipu  8’ #4 4 88g  145

VPU4865 Vipu  8’6”  #5 4 89g  145

VPU4905 Vipu  9’  #5 4 96g  145

VPU4906 Vipu  9’  #6 4 104g  145

VPU4967 Vipu 9’6”  #7 4 137g  145

VPU4107  Vipu 10´ #7 4 137g  145

VPU4908 Vipu 9’ #8 4 140g  145

*VPU4963 Vipu 9’6’’ #3 4 92g  145

*VPU4104 Vipu 10’ #4 4 94g  145

*VPU4108 Vipu 10’ #8 4 142g  145 
 

 

STORY: These 4 piece dark brown rods have clearly medium fast action, which will make them good all-rounders for almost every 
imaginable situation. Bright yellow screen fits in nicely and the result is an exceptionally harmonic outlook. Lighter class rods have 
reddish-brown (tiger stripes) wooden reel seats and heavier classes have black metallic reel seats.  
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  NITE 
four piece medium fast action offspring of the 

legendary 3Zone 

FEATURES: 
 Medium fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Graphite color non-sanded blanks  

with  white markings 
 Half wells in the lighter models,  

full wells in the heavier models 
 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 

VV4763 Nite 7´6” #3 4 50g  210 

VV4704 Nite 7´ #4 4 51g  210 

VV4805 Nite 8´ #5 4 103g  210 

VV4865 Nite 8´6´´ #5 4 102g  210 

VV4905 Nite 9´ #5 4 116g  210 

VV4906 Nite 9´ #6 4 118g  210 
 

STORY: Nite rods are well balanced, they have slim blanks and a very nice medium fast action. We used the same high quality 
aluminum reel seats as seen in our GTfour. Nite has a retro look with natural gray, non- sanded blanks and non-varnished joints. 
 
 
 

  NITE CATAPULT
three piece fast action 

brother of Nite 

FEATURES: 
 Fast action three piece rods 
 Grey blanks  
 Half wells in the lighter models, full 

wells in the heavier models 
 

 
STORY: This popular, fast action three 
(3) piece rod range covers even the 
lightest fishing situations. 10’ light line 
weight version is great for Czech style 
nymphing and for places where you 
need long, drag free presentations. The 
heavier 9’6’’ rods have power to kick 
some ass and 9’ rods are perfect for 
normal river fishing. 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 

VV3904 Nite Catapult 9’ #4/5 3 104g  210 

VV3905 Nite Catapult 9’ #5/6 3 110g  210 

VV3906 Nite Catapult 9’ #6/7 3  114g  210 

VV3966 Nite Catapult 9’6’’ #6/7 3  115g  210 

VV3967 Nite Catapult 9’6’’ #7/8 3  119g  210 

VVZ3103 Nite Catapult 10’ #3/4 3  83g  210 
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MAG 
four piece  fast action rod with  

great details 

FEATURES: 
 Fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Metallic matt olive blank with  orange 

markings 
 Half wells in the lighter models, full wells 

in the heavier models 
 9’ models work extremely well with our 

Vibe 85 fly lines 
 
STORY: The fastest of all Vision rods. These 
tip action, four piece rods will surprise you 
with their great balance and looks. Metallic 
olive finish with some small orange details 
will make these rods to differ from the mass. 
 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 
VP4903 Mag 9’ #3/4 4 82g  310 
VP4904 Mag  9’ #4/5 4 84g   310 
VP4905 Mag  9’ #5/6 4  87g   310 
VP4906 Mag  9’ #6/7 4  98g   310 
VP4103 Mag  10’ #3/4 4  94g   310 
VP4104 Mag  10’ #4/5 4  101g   310 
VP4105 Mag  10’ #5/6 4  103g   310 
VP4106 Mag  10’ #6/7 4  120g   310 

VP4107 Mag  10’ #7/8 4  123g   310 

VP4112 Mag  11’ #2/3 4  94g   310 
VP4113 Mag  11’ #3/4 4  94g   310 
VP4114 Mag  11’ #4/5 4  100g   310 

 

 
  CULT FAMILY

slow ACTION three or four piece 

dark brown rod 
 
 

 
FEATURES: 
 Slow – medium fast action 
 Three and four piece rods 
 One fiberglass  rod 
 Dark brown blanks with  white markings 
 Half wells in the lighter models, full 

wells in the heavier models 
 
STORY: These 3- and 4- piece rods are a 
blast from the past. Their deep, medium 
fast action is really made for fishing, not 
just casting as far as possible. 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 

VU4904 Cult  9’ #4 4 85g   330 

VU4905 Cult  9’ #5 4  85g   330 

VU4906 Cult  9’ #6 4  86g   330 

VUF3664 Cult Fiber  6’6’’ #4/5 3  64g  230 

VU31083 Cult  10’8’’ #3 3  87g   330 

VU31114 Cult  11’1’’ #4 3  87g   330 
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  GLASSIC 
old school slow three piece fiberglass 

rod 

 
FEATURES: 

 Slow action fiberglass 
 Three piece rods 
 Reddish brown blanks & white markings 
 Half wells / cigar shape handles 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight RRP 
VGL3621 Glassic 6’2” #1-2 3 66g 285 
VGL3682 Glassic 6’8” #2-3 3 75g 285 
VGL3743 Glassic 7’4’’ #3-4 3  90g 285 
VGL3794 Glassic 7’9’’ #4-5 3  103g 285 

 

 

 
STORY: Sometimes it is nice to take things slowly. It goes with casting as well. Vision’s new full breed fiber glass rods are new old 
rods with smooth and slow action. Don’t hurry when you fish with these ones. Once you hook a fish, it has very slight changes to free 
itself - these rods will flex like a rubber band. 
 
 

 
 

 

  VENUS 
four piece powerful medium action rod with 

ergonomic D-shape handle 

FEATURES: 

 Fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Grey blanks 
 Unique, ergonomic D - shape™ 

handle  

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight RRP
VWS4907 Venus SWS 9’ #7 4 141g 375
VWS4908 Venus SWS 9’ #8 4 148g  375 
VWS4909 Venus SWS 9’ #9 4 151g  375 
VWS4910 Venus SWS 9’ #10 4 154g  375 
VWS4912 Venus SWS 9’ #12 4 186g  375 
VWS4906W Venus SWS, white 9’ #6 4 -  375 

 

STORY: Medium fast/fast, full flex action is suitable for all fishing styles and conditions making it easy to deliver long and accurate 
casts. These rods are built using the highest quality Pacific bay guides and triple anodized aluminum reel seats to withstand the 
harsh saltwater conditions. Venus SWS has a unique, ergonomic D - shape™ handle which fits your hand like a glove, reducing your 
need to grip your rod hard. In practice it means that your hand doesn’t get tired so easily and that means better concentration on 
fishing and… more fish! D - shape™ handle is made from durable cork mixture and EVA foam. It doesn’t get slippery, not even when 
you have applied loads of sun screen on your tropics trip. 
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+ BIG MAMA 

four piece medium fast action rod with 

special shaped EVA handle 

 
FEATURES: 

 Medium fast action four piece rods 
 Special EVA handle, large fighting but 
 Dark green blank with red markings 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 

VBM4849 Big Mama 8’4’’ #9 4 128g  375 
VBM4909 Big Mama 9’ #9 4 -  375 

 

 
STORY: Big Mama rods are developed from our Venus rods by our pike fanatic Swedish distributor guy Niklaus Bauer. In 2014 
introduced 8’4’’ short powerhouse wanted a brother and here he is. A 9-foot version of the Big Mama bends a bit deeper making it 
great tool for big, air resistant flies which fly slowly in casts. It has plenty of power to handle monster pike or other nasty creatures. 
This is also a 4 – piece rod and has the same EVA D – shape handle and other components as the 8’4” version. They come with a 
triangle shaped rod tube & a cloth bag. Especially for pike and muskies aficionados worldwide. 
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+  BIG DADDY
four piece medium fast action rod 

with cork OR EVA handles 

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Dark green blanks with  yellow markings 
 All with full wells and fighting butts 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Pcs Weight  RRP 

VBF4849 Big Daddy EVA 8’4’’ #9 4 152g  285 

VBF4909 Big Daddy EVA 9’ #9 4 141g  285 

VBF4910 Big Daddy EVA 9’ #10 4  -  285 

VB4908 Big Daddy 9’ #8 4  128g  285 

VB4909 Big Daddy 9’ #9 4 134g  285 

VB4910 Big Daddy 9’ #10 4 140g  285 
 

 

 
STORY: Big Daddy rods are great choice for casting the big, air resistant flies. Their powerful medium fast action is forgiving and 
pleasant when casting but they have brutal power for fighting the monster size pike. Black EVA handles are extremely comfortable 
when the weather turns nasty. Available with traditional cork handle also. 
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        Chapter 3:DOUBLE HAND RODS
Part of Vision’s DH rod arsenal lined up for the fair in Sweden.
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NEW VIPU  
REASONABLE PRICED medium FAST action 

four piece dark brown dh rod 
 

FEATURES: 

 Slow – medium fast action 
 Four piece DH rods 
 Dark brown blanks with yellow  

markings 
 Comes with brown  

cordura tube 
 

Code Item Length AFTM Grams Pcs Weight RRP 
VPU4138 Vipu DH 13’4’’ #8 29-34g 4 261g 330 
VPU41410 Vipu DH 14’9’’ #10 37-47g 4 308g 330 

 

 
STORY: Too good to be true? Vipu double hand rods complete the very popular range of Vipu single hand rods. These rods have 
powerful full flex action. They handle all modern flylines in every fishing situation with ease. The metallic brown blank has nice yellow 
decoration. A great series for beginners and experts alike. 
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  MAG 
Fast action four piece DH rod with top OF THE 

LINE components 

 
FEATURES: 
 Fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Olive green blank with orange 

markings 
 Comes in an orange triangular 

cordura tube and with a cloth bag 
 

 

 
Code Item Length AFTM Grams Pcs Weight RRP 
VP4127 Mag 12’6’’ #7-8 27-31g 4 255g 540 

VP4138 Mag  13’ #8-9 29-34g 4 275g 540 

VP4149 Mag  14’ #9-10 31-37g 4 294g 540 

VP41510 Mag  15’ #10-11 37-43g 4 310g 540 
 

STORY: These 4 piece olive green rods have fast action. They will surprise you with their great balance and looks. The blanks are made 
using the latest Japanese high modulus graphite and all components are nothing but the best. Metallic olive finish with some small 
orange details will make these rods to differ from the mass.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 TOOL
Medium fast / fast action four piece DH rod 

with EVA handle and novel design 

 
 
 
 

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast / fast action 
 Four piece rods 
 Black matt blank with no markings 
 EVA handle with novel reel seat 

design 
 Comes in a triangular cordura tube 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Grams Pcs Weight RRP 
VT4127 Tool 12’6’’ #7-8 29-35g 4 218g 540 

VT4138 Tool  13’ #8-9 31-39g 4 235g 540 

VT4149 Tool  14’ #9-10 34-45g 4 262g 540 

VT41510 Tool  15’ #10-11 37-50g 4 275g 540 
 

 
STORY: The future is here. These 4 piece matt black rods have medium fast action, which will make them good all-rounders for 
almost every imaginable situation. Firm black EVA handle will make sure that your grip is safe regardless of the weather. The material 
is also much more durable than the traditional cork. The reel seat has a new design and holds the rod markings instead of the blank.  
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SIKS 
six piece medium action DH rod, WHICH IS KICKING 

SOME ASS IN VARIOUS TESTS AND REVIEWS 
 

FEATURES: 

 Medium fast action 
 Six piece rods 
 High quality components  
 Dark blue blanks with white markings 
 Comes in a white triangular shaped 

cordura tube and cloth bag 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Grams Pcs Weight  RRP 
VX613 Siks 13’4’’ #7 26-31g 6 264g  645 
VX615 Siks  15’2’’ #10 34-40g 6 309g   645 

 

STORY: SIKS rods have a powerful and deep action making them great all round rods. Action-wise they are situated somewhere 
between the highly popular Cult and GT four Catapult series. Siks rods handle modern spey lines, shooting heads and skagit heads 
with ease. The 13 rod packs down to 74cm and the 15to 83cm so you can easily pack them inside your travel bag. The rods are made 
using the very high quality Pacific Bay guides, Portuguese cork rings and wood & aluminum reel seats. The blanks are varnished but 
non sanded, to give us the opportunity to build them very light in weight but still strong. 
 

 

  CULT  
slow/medium action four piece dark brown  

DH rod 
 

FEATURES: 
 Slow – medium fast action 
 Four piece DH rods 
 Dark brown blanks with  white  

markings 
 Comes with dark brown  

Cordura tube 
 
 
 

 

Code Item Length AFTM Grams Pcs Weight  RRP 

VU4126 Cult 12’6’’ #6 23-29g 4 237g  495 

VU4127 Cult 12’6’’ #7 26-31g 4 247g  495 

VU4137 Cult 13’4’’ #7 29-31g 4 253g  540 

VU4138 Cult 13’2’’ #8 29-34g 4 262g  540 

VU4138T CultT 13’2’’ #8 29-34g 4 238g  540 

VU4139 Cult 13’8’’ #9 31-37g 4 283g  540 

VU4149 Cult 14’7’’ #9 31-37g 4 292g  540 

VU41510 Cult 15’2’’ #10 34-40g 4 292g  540 

VU41711 Cult 17’8’’ #10-12 40g+ 4 386g  540 
 

 
STORY: Cult double hand rods have a moderate fast, deep and powerful full flex action. So even they feel softer than our other DH 
rods and cast far afield, even with huge flies. Casting just feels different, easier. These rods perform extremely well with both Spey 
lines and shooting- or skagit- heads. The rods are marked with a suggested head weights with bigger variation due to the fact that full 
flex rod cast a wider range of line weights. For 2014 we introduced a modified 13'2'' #8 rod with thinner handle for maximum 
sensitivity. 
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SWITCH  
short slow/medium action four piece 

dark brown SWITCH rod 
 

FEATURES: 

 Slow – medium fast action 
 Four piece DH rods 
 Dark brown blanks with  white  

markings 
 Comes with dark brown  

cordura tube 
 

Code Item Length AFTM Grams Pcs Weight  RRP 
VSS4116 Switch 10’11’’ #6 23g 4 176g  395 
VSS4117 Switch 10’11’’ #7 26g 4 182g  395 
VSS4118 Switch 10’11’’ #8 29g 4 188g  395 

 

STORY: With Switch rods you have the benefits of casting like a double hand rod but working the fly like with single hand rods, a real 
benefit in many fishing situations. These rods with modern shooting heads give you an opportunity to fish certain places much more 
efficiently compared to if you fished them with long double hand rods or normal single handed rods. These rods are getting more 
and more popular on coastal fishing too and they are really handy on bigger trout rivers. 
 

 

VISION DH ROD ACTIONS
   

   
 

LEFT: A simplified picture illustrating the action profiles of our double hand rods. Cult and Switch rods are clearly our slowest rods, 
whereas GTfour Catapult and Mag are the fastest ones. Most of the rods have medium fast action and are thus suitable for a very 
large group of anglers being able to handle all sorts of fly lines, from full length spey lines all the way to modern Scandi shooting 
heads and even Skagit heads. RIGHT: Vision friend Paul Ridgway admires a nice steelhead caught from the Rattlesnake run on the 
Deschutes river in Oregon, USA. 
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        Chapter 4: REELS
Healthy Slovenian rainbow trout poses shorthly with a green Kela.
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NEW VALU & KALU
Affordable LIGHTWEIGHT 

high quality die cast reel 

SIBLINGS 
 

 

                                          VALU Shadow Green (G) 
                  
                VALU Cognac Brown (C) 
 

 

Code Item Line Diam. Vol. Capacity Weight  RRP
VAV34G Valu34G 3-4 75 mm 58 cm3 WF3 + 50m 12lb Bäkkäri 121 g  119 
VAV56G Valu56G 5-6 85 mm 78 cm3 WF5 + 90m 20lb Bäkkäri 138 g  119 
VAV78G Valu78G 7-8 95 mm 107 cm3 WF7 + 150m 20lb Bäkkäri 177 g  119 
 

VAV34C Valu34C 3-4 75 mm 58 cm3 WF3 + 50m 12lb Bäkkäri 121 g  119 
VAV56C Valu56C 5-6 85 mm 78 cm3 WF5 + 90m 20lb Bäkkäri 138 g  119 
VAV78C Valu78C 7-8 95 mm 107 cm3 WF7 + 150m 20lb Bäkkäri 177 g  119 
 

VKV34B Kalu34B 3-4 75 mm 58 cm3 WF3 + 50m 12lb Bäkkäri 121 g  149 
VKV56B Kalu56B 5-6 85 mm 78 cm3 WF5 + 90m 20lb Bäkkäri 138 g  149 
VKV78B Kalu78B 7-8 95 mm 107 cm3 WF7 + 150m 20lb Bäkkäri 177 g  149 

 

 
 

STORY: Reel siblings Valu and Kalu are real 
value for money. Their outlook is from our 
famous GT reel, just fattened up. They are 
machined die-cast reels which have eaten a 
sealed, smooth, drag system consisting of 
stainless steel and carbon discs. The one turn 
drag adjustment knob is fully machined on Kalu 
and it has clear laser markings for drag power. 
Valu has lightweight plastic drag knob. They both 
can take more than enough backing with a 
suitable flyline. Valu has two colours in all sizes; 
Shadow Green and Cognac Brown. Kalu is just 
pretty Brunette – ready to serve you… 
 
 

Code Item RRP 
VAV34G-001 Ex.spool Valu34G 39 
VAV56G-001 Ex.spool Valu56G 39 
VAV78G-001 Ex.spool Valu78G 39 
   

VAV34C-001 Ex.spool Valu34C 39 
VAV56C-001 Ex.spool Valu56C 39 
VAV78C-001 Ex.spool Valu78C  39 
   

VKV34B-001 Ex.spool Kalu34B 39 
VKV56B-001 Ex.spool Kalu56B 39 
VKV78B-001 Ex.spool Kalu78B 39 

 

 
                           KALU Brunette 
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NEW Rulla custom
SPECIAL REELS WITH 

SPECIAL ATTIDUTE 

 
 

 
Code Item Line Diam. Width Vol. Capacity Weight RRP 
VRK2.5 Kust  6-8 90mm 25mm 90cm3 WF7F+ 150m 20lb Bäkkäri* 165g 225 
VRB3 Big Daddy 7-9 95mm 29mm 105cm3 WF8F+ 150m 30lb Bäkkäri* 205g 235 

VRA4 Ace of Spey 8-10 110mm 33mm 170cm3 
SlideSpey(910F) + 150m 30lb Bäkkäri* 
SlideSpey(1011F) + 200m 36lb Dacspun** 

271g 235 
 

 
FEATURES: 

 Based on Rulla reels 
 Large capacity mid arbour reel to host modern lines 
 Carbon fibre disc brake system with high precision 

adjustment  
 Quick spool release 
 Theme colors for three sizes 

 

 
 
STORY: This different looking reel family is closely related to 
our Rulla reels. They share the same reliable drag system 
with USA made carbon & stainless steel discs and the same 
quick spool release. These reels are more solid and stronger, 
thanks to full rim frame. Their colour theme goes hand in 
hand with our rods, Kust is designed for coastal fishing, Big 
Daddy will tire the big pike at the Baltic Sea and the Ace Of 
Spey will fight even the biggest salmon and steelhead over. 
 
 
 
 

 
* Note that the capacity is informed with our thin Bäkkäri backing 
**Note that the capacity is informed with our extremely thin Dac 
   spun backing 
 
 
 

Code Item RRP 
VRK2.5-001 ex.spool Kust 79 
VRB3-001 ex.spool Big Daddy 79 
VRA4-001 ex.spool Ace of Spey 79 
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  RULLA 
Extremely light High quality mid-arbor  

reel with  a great brake system 

 

                                         
    

 FEATURES: 

 large capacity mid arbour reel to host modern lines 
 extremely light when compared to the capacity 

 
 new carbon fibre disc brake system with high precision adjustment  
 matt gray finish                                                                                        

Code Item Line Diam. Width Vol. Capacity Weight  RRP 
VRR1 Rulla 1 3-5 73mm 25mm 45cm3 WF3F+ 50m 12lb Bäkkäri* 118g  199 
VRR1.5 Rulla 1.5 4-6 79mm 25mm 60cm3 WF5F+ 50m 20lb Bäkkäri* 122g  199 
VRR2 Rulla 2 5-7 85mm 25mm 75cm3 WF6F+ 100m 20lb Bäkkäri* 129g  199 
VRR2.5 Rulla 2.5 6-8 90mm 25mm 90cm3 WF7F+ 150m 20lb Bäkkäri* 158g  199 
VRR3 Rulla 3 7-9 95mm 29mm 105cm3 WF8F+ 150m 30lb Bäkkäri* 172g  210 

VRR4 Rulla 4 8-10 110mm 33mm 170cm3 
SlideSpey(910F) + 150m 30lb Bäkkäri* 
SlideSpey(1011F) + 200m 36lb Dacspun** 

201g  210 

*Note that the capacity is informed with our thin Bäkkäri backing 
**Note that the capacity is informed with our extremely thin Dacspun backing 
 

 

333 

Code  Item  RRP 
VRR1-001 ex.spool Rulla 1    79 
VRR1.5-001 ex.spool Rulla 1.5    79 
VRR2-001 ex.spool Rulla 2    79 
VRR2.5-001 ex.spool Rulla 2.5    79 
VRR3-001 ex.spool Rulla 3    79 
VRR4-001 ex.spool Rulla 4    79 

 

 
 

 

 
STORY: Full range of large capacity mid arbor reels from small creek models all 
the way to salmon reels. These reels are extremely light when compared to the 
capacity they provide. Modern disc brake with high precision adjustment turns 
this reel into reliable companion when fighting a trophy size fish. Elegant matt 
gray finish. 
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  KELA 
SPACIOUS Offspring of OUR TRUSTY 

XLA and fEATHER LIGHT CDC REELS 

           
            

FEATURES: 
 the offspring of two of our classics: 

the trusty XLA and the weather light CDC 
 large capacity to host modern lines 

 new brake adjustment system with high precision control 
 new sensitive carbon fibre disc brake based on the reliable XLA 
 new handle design for maximum grip 
 two colors: “SilverGray” and “GreenMachine “                

                                                                                
Code Item Line Diam. Width Vol. Capacity Weight  RRP 
VLK1.5T Kela 1.5 SilverGray 4-6 85mm 28mm 70cm3 WF5F+ 70m 20lb Bäkkäri* 139g  329 
VLK2T Kela 2 SilverGray 5-7 90mm 28mm 82cm3 WF6F+ 120m 20lb Bäkkäri* 147g  329 
VLK3T Kela 3 SilverGray 7-9 96mm 32mm 109cm3 WF8F+ 150m 30lb Bäkkäri* 169g  329 
 

VLK1.5G Kela 1.5 GreenMachine 4-6 85mm 28mm 70cm3 WF5F+ 70m 20lb Bäkkäri* 139g  329 
VLK2G Kela 2 GreenMachine 5-7 90mm 28mm 82cm3 WF6F+ 120m 20lb Bäkkäri* 147g  329 
VLK3G Kela 3 GreenMachine 7-9 96mm 32mm 109cm3 WF8F+ 150m 30lb Bäkkäri* 169g  329 
*Note that the capacity is informed with our thin Bäkkäri backing 
 
 

 

Code Item  RRP
VLK1.5T-001 ex.spool Kela 1.5 SilverGray  149 
VLK2T-001 ex.spool Kela 2 SilverGray  149 
VLK3T-001 ex.spool Kela 3 SilverGray  149 
 

VLK1.5G-001 ex.spool Kela 1.5 GreenMachine  149 
VLK2G-001 ex.spool Kela 2 GreenMachine  149 
VLK3G-001 ex.spool Kela 3 GreenMachine  149 

 
 

STORY: The famous XLA is a milestone among Vision reels. 
Reliable and even more reliable. But it started to look old. Just 
like its designers. The CDC reel was at same time also very much 
liked partly because it’s really light weight partly because of its 
nice look. We integrated these two reels together and the result is 
lightweight, reliable, simple, nice looking and an elegant KELA. It 
comes in two stunning color combinations: Silver Gray and Green 
Machine.            
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  TANK 
OLD SCHOOL REEL WITH MODERN DISC  

BRAKE AND LOUD CLICKER 

 
 

 

FEATURES: 

 The brake is based on our  
proven GT reel 
 A classic old-school outlook 
 Solid and durable 
 Anodized aluminum 
 Full rim 
 Mid-arbor spool 
 

Code Item Line Diam. Volume Capacity Weight RRP 
VT79 Tank 3 7-9 96mm 134cm3 WF8F+ 183m 30lb 276g 199 
VT11 Tank 4 9-11 100mm 194cm3 WF12F+ 183m 30lb 314g 199 
VT12 Tank 5 12- 110mm Big enough… WF12F+ 280m 30lb 394g 210 
VT79-001 Ex.spool Tank 3      79 
VT11-001 Ex.spool Tank 4       79 
VT12-001 Ex.spool Tank 5       79 

 

 
 

STORY: A great salmon reel doesn’t have to be as light as a feather. When used with a long double hand rod, a reel is not just a line 
storage or a brake provider in your fishing set, but also very much a balancing element. To make absolutely sure that the new reel 
would not need any modifications in the near future, the brake design was copied almost completely from our highly popular and 
proven GT reel. The outlook of the reel follows closely classical salmon reel design principles with only few holes on the handle side of 
the reel to provide some amount of ventilation for fly line and backing after long fishing hours. We wanted to have a full rim for the reel 
in order to fully eliminate those unfortunate occasions when a thin running line gets jammed between the frame and the spool. The 
classical color of the reel is an outcome of anodizing the used high quality aluminum. The final touch in our quest for old-school 
atmosphere comes in the form of absolute kick ass brake sound.
 

 RENFORS 
ELEGANCE AND BRUTE FORCE IN  

ONE PACKAGE 
 

 

FEATURES: 

 Classic outlook 
 Antique grey color 
 Brass parts 
 Japan made custom one way bearing 
 Hand finished two tone hard 

anodizing 
 Precision machined bar stock high-

grade aluminum 
 Smooth and strong Carbon / stainless 

steel disc brake based on our XLA reel 
 Classical looking wooden handle 
 Loud clicker 

Code Item Line Diam. Vol. Capacity Weight  RRP 
VCC79 Renfors 3 7-9 96mm 134cm3 Slide Spey 8/9 + 183m 30lb 276g  329 

VCC911 Renfors 4 9-11 108mm 194cm3 Slide Spey 11/12 + 183m 30lb 314g  329 
 

 
 

STORY: Renfors reel is just as at home with an old cane rod as it is with a top-of-the-line modern carbon rod. Its antique grey matt 
finish together with a large number of towards the outer rim widening holes will give it a classical outlook. When you pull the line 
out of the reel, loud clicking sound will bring back lots of memories at least for the older anglers. But do not let the outlook or the 
sound fool you. Inside is a first-class brake package well capable of stopping that-fish-of-a-lifetime in due time. This reel has truly a 
winning combination of old-age looks and modern technology.  
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GT 
Elegant classic series for small creeks  

as well as for the largest salmon rivers 

 

FEATURES: 
 Precision machined bar stock high-

grade aluminium 
 Triple high gloss anodizing 
 Silent retrieve and subdued brake 

click 
 Extra smooth disc brake with large 

brake effect  
 Soft polyurethane handle for 

maximum grip wet and dry  

  

 

Code Item Line Diameter Volume Capacity Weight  RRP 
VG45 GT 45 4-5 77mm 44cm3 WF5F + 40m 20lb 123g  189 
VG56 GT 56 5-6 82mm 59cm3 WF6F+ 60m 20lb 134g  189 
VG67 GT 67 6-7 89mm 78cm3 WF7F+ 91m 20lb 145g  189 
VG79 GT 79 7-9 95mm 121cm3 WF8F+ 183m 30lb 194g  189 

VG11 GT 11 10-12 100mm 168cm3 
WF11F+ 183m 30lb 
Spey Ace 910F +183m30lb 

212g  189 

VG45-001 Ex.spool GT        79 
VG56-001 Ex.spool GT        79 
VG67-001 Ex.spool GT        79 
VG79-001 Ex.spool GT        79 
VG11-001 Ex.spool GT        79 

 

 

STORY: This triple anodised reel is machined from one piece of high quality aluminum. GT reels have our new line of styling. The 
GT24 is a reel which has been requested for a long time. It does not have a disc brake as just a simple click provides enough brake 
to avoid fly line running loose. The GT 24 weighs only 82 grams. 
 

 

 

KOMA 
AFFORDABLE AND RELIABLE REEL WHICH HAS  

SET STANDARDS FOR THE INDUSTRY 

  
FEATURES: 

 Semi-machined aluminum reel 
 Easy change right/left wind 
 Smooth disc brake with large brake effect 
 Soft polyurethane handle  

 

Code Item Line Diameter Volume Capacity Weight  RRP 
VK56B Koma 56, black 5-6 91mm 57cm3 WF6F + 60m 20lb 177g  89 
VK67B Koma 67, black 6-7 97mm 70cm3 WF7F + 90m 20lb 188g  89 
VK78B Koma 78, black 7-8 97mm 113 cm3 WF8F + 150m 30lb 188g  89 
VK56B-001 Ex.spool Koma 56, black       45 
VK67B-001 Ex.spool Koma 67, black        45 
VK78B-001 Ex.spool Koma 78, black        45 

 

 

STORY: Save your money for fishing trips. Get yourself a reel that’s only low factor is the price. There are tens of thousands of 
Komas in action today. The die cast semi machined reel is dressed with a smooth drag, using three brake discs in size 11. By 
combining the body of 67 to the spool of 78 you’ll be able to mix and balance your gear as you wish. Hey, it works the other way 
around too! 
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KOMA KASSETTE
versatile reel WITH 

CHANGEABLE CASSETTES 

 
FEATURES: 
 Based on the original Koma 
 Includes three cassettes and 

a pouch 
 Reliable spool locking 
 Smooth disc drag 
 

  

Code Item Line Diameter Volume Capacity Weight  RRP 
VKC78B Koma Kasette 78 7-8 97mm 106cm3 WF7F + 150m 20lb 188g  129 
VKC78B-001 Ex.spool Koma Kasette 78       12 

 

 

STORY: Some fisherman felt that to complete the Koma range we needed a cassette reel. Well here it is. Look carefully. It does not 
look like a cassette reel but there it is. Easy to use and a nice looking reel. The Koma Kassette includes three cassettes and a fabric 
pouch. They have extremely reliable easy spool locking and a smooth disc drag. 
 

 

  DEEP 
Affordable deep arbor reel in three different 

colors 

 
FEATURES: 
 Reliable disc brake 
 Deep arbour for extra 

capacity 
 Quick spool release 
 Available in black, white and 

yellow 
 
 

  

Code Item Line Diam. Volume Capacity Weight  RRP 
VD56B Deep 56 black 5-6 85mm 85cm3 WF6F + 100m 20lb 162g  79 
VD78B Deep 78 black 7-8 93mm 194cm3 WF8F + 150m 20 lb 178g  79 
VD910B Deep 910 black 9-10 105mm - Slide Spey 10/11 + 183m 30 lb 265g  99 
VD11B Deep 11 black 11-13 120mm - Slide Spey 11/12+ 250m 30 lb 294g  99 
VD56W Deep 56 white 5-6 85mm 85cm3 WF6F + 100m 20lb 162g  79 
VD78W Deep 78 white 7-8 93mm 194cm3 WF8F + 150m 20 lb 178g  79 
VD78Y Deep 78 yellow 7-8 93mm 194cm3 WF8F + 150m 20 lb 178g  79 
VD56B-001 Ex.spool Deep 56, black       35 
VD78B-001 Ex.spool Deep 78, black        35 
VD910B-001 Ex.spool Deep 910, black        45 
VD11B-001 Ex.spool Deep 11, black        45 
VD56W-001 Ex.spool Deep 56, white        35 
VD78W-001 Ex.spool Deep 56, white        35 
VD78Y-001 Ex.spool Deep 78, yellow       35 

 

 

STORY: These reels have a deeper arbour giving you plenty of capacity for your lines. They also have a reliable and smooth disc 
brake with easy and accurate adjusting. They are strong but still light in weight, thanks to a latest die-cast techniques and materials. 
Their non-reflecting matt finish and reliable, XLA style spool’s quick release, are something that you are not used to find from this 
price level’s reels before. 
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        Chapter 5: LINES FOR SH RODS
Early season brownies are fat and full of fighting spirit in Finland.
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 BROWNIE 95 

 
Code Item Head length Total length  RRP 
VBS3F Brownie 95 WF3F 9.5m 30m  79 

VBS4F  Brownie 95 WF4F  9.5m  30m 79 
VBS5F  Brownie 95 WF5F  9.5m  30m 79 
VBS6F  Brownie 95 WF6F  9.5m 30m 79

 
FEATURES: 
 9.5m short belly line 
 follows AFTM standards closely 
 ready looped tip features a 45cm High FloatTM Tip for ultimate floating 
 totally new T2FLOWTM coating for easy casting and line handling in all conditions 
 ideal for pocket fishing and roll/switch casting 
 two-tone: olive green / white 
 
STORY: Brownie 95 is a short belly line with a total head length of 9,5metres / 
31feet. It is made to follow the AFTM line weights within tolerance.  The ready 
looped tip features a 45cm / 1,5feet High Float™  Tip which ensures the tip to float 
high.The line’s short head is ideal for pocket fishing and excels at roll- and switch 
casting. The front taper gives nice, delicate presentation but is powerful enough 
for heavier flies too. The new improved T2FLOW™ coating is silky smooth and 
supple, giving you the ultimate shooting and handling properties in all conditions. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 BROWNIE 195
 

Code Item Head length Total length  RRP 
VBL4F Brownie 195 WF4F 19.5m 30m  79 

VBL5F  Brownie 195 WF5F  19.5m  30m 79
VBL6F  Brownie 195 WF6F  19.5m  30m 79 
VBL7F  Brownie 195 WF7F  19.5m  30m 79 
VBL8F  Brownie 195 WF8F  19.5m  30m 79

 
FEATURES: 
 19.5m long belly line 
 follows AFTM standards closely 
 ready looped tip features a 45cm High FloatTM Tip for ultimate floating 
 totally new T2FLOWTM coating for easy casting and line handling in all conditions 
 ideal for long range mending and roll/spey casting 
 two-tone: yellow/white 
 
STORY: Brownie 195 is a long belly line with a total head length of 19,5metres 
/64feet. It is made to follow the AFTM line weights within tolerance.  The ready 
looped tip features a 45cm / 1,5feet High Float™ Tip which ensures the tip to float 
high.The line’s long head is ideal for long-range mends, roll- and switch casts and 
distance casting. It is extremely accurate line and the aggressive front taper gives 
nice, delicate presentation but is powerful enough for long leaders and bigger flies 
too. The new improved T2FLOW™ coating is silky smooth and supple, giving you 
the ultimate shooting and handling properties in all conditions. 
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THE VIBES 
 
The Vibes are totally new way to choose and use a fly 
line. They are marked with actual head weights and 
lengths and we have given our suggestion in which line 
weight rod they perform best. Our Vibe lines(65, 85, 
and 125) have a long lasting slick and supple coating 
which remains memory free even in cold conditions. 
The slickness is achieved by adding Teflon® particles to 
the coating and this way the slickness doesn’t wear off 
either. The low stretch core helps you to feel the takes 
and it also transfers casting energy far more efficiently 
than traditional cores. For season 2015 we introduce a 
new member to the Vibe family. It is called Vibe 100. 

 VIBE65    

     

Code Item Head Total RRP 
VK62F Vibe 65 #2-3/6g floating 6.5m 27m 79 

VK63F Vibe 65 #3-4/8g floating  6.5m 27m 79 

VK64F Vibe 65 #4-5/10g floating  6.5m 27m 79 

VK65F Vibe 65 #5-6/12g floating  6.5m 27m 79 
 

STORY: New Vibe 65 fly line has only a 6.5 meter long head. It is at its 
best in places with very limited casting space and performs extremely well 
with switch and spey style casts. It has a slick and supple coating which 
remains memory free even in cold conditions. The aggressive front taper 
turns even heavier weighted nymphs over with ease. The readymade loop 
makes it easy to attach the leader. 

 

 VIBE85 
  

     
Code Item Head Total RRP 
VK3F Vibe 85 #3-4/8g floating 8.5m 27m 79 

VK4F Vibe 85 #4-5/10g floating 8.5m  27m 79 

VK5F Vibe 85 #5-6/12g floating 8.5m  27m 79 

VK6F Vibe 85 #6-7/15g floating 8.5m  30m 79 

VK7F Vibe 85 #7-8/17g floating 8.5m  30m 79 

VK8F Vibe 85 #8-9/19g floating 8.5m  30m 79 

VK5I Vibe 85 #5-6/12g Slomo 8,5m Head 8.5m  27m 79 

VK6I Vibe 85 #6-7/15g Slomo 8,5m Head 8.5m  30m 79 

VK7I Vibe 85 #7-8/17g Slomo 8,5m Head 8.5m  30m 79 

VK8I Vibe 85 #8-9/19g Slomo 8,5m Head 8.5m  30m 79 

VK9I Vibe 85 #9-10/21g Slomo 8,5m Head 8.5m  30m 79 

VK5S3 Vibe 85 #5-6/12g Sink 3 8,5m Head 8.5m  27m 79 

VK6S3 Vibe 85 #6-7/15g Sink 3 8,5m Head 8.5m  30m 79 

VK7S3 Vibe 85 #7-8/17g Sink 3 8,5m Head 8.5m  30m 79 

VK8S3 Vibe 85 #8-9/19g Sink 3 8,5m Head 8.5m  30m 79 
 

STORY: Vibe 85 has an 8.5 meter long head. The head’s weight is clearly 
marked in grams and grains for easy comparison and they have also 
suggestion for ideal rod rating. The 85 is heavier compared to AFTM 
standard. Therefore, for example line which is suggested for rods 5–6, 
performs well in stiffer and more powerful #5 weight rods or softer #6 
weight rods. Vibe 85 is at its best in places with limited casting space and 
performs extremely well with switch and spey style casts. It has a slick and 
supple coating which remains memory free even in cold conditions. The 
aggressive front taper turns even heavier weighted nymphs over with ease. 
The readymade loop makes it easy to attach the leader. 
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NEW VIBE100 
 

Code Item Head Total RRP 

VR4F Vibe 100 #4-5/10g floating 10m 27m 79 

VR5F Vibe 100 #5-6/12g floating 10m  27m  79 

VR6F Vibe 100 #6-7/15g floating 10m  30m  79 

VR7F Vibe 100 #7-8/17g floating 10m  30m  79 

VR8F Vibe 100 #8-9/19g floating 10m  30m  79 

 
STORY: Vibe 100 has a 10 meter / 30,5 feet long head and is 
therefore a great all-round fly line. It is easy to roll- and spey cast and 
is a long casting line with overhead casts. It has a slick and supple 
HiFlo™ - coating which remains memory free even in cold conditions. 
The low stretch core helps you to feel the takes and it also transfers 
casting energy better than traditional cores. The readymade loop 
makes it easy to attach the leader. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 VIBE125 
 

Code Item Head Total RRP
VKK4F Vibe 125 #4-5/10g floating 12.5m 27m 79 
VKK5F Vibe 125 #5-6/12g floating 12.5m  27m  79 

VKK6F Vibe 125 #6-7/15g floating 12.5m  30m  79 

VKK7F Vibe 125 #7-8/17g floating 12.5m  30m  79 

VKK8F Vibe 125 #8-9/19g floating 12.5m  30m  79 

VKK9F Vibe 125 #9-10/21g floating 12.5m  30m  79 

 
STORY: Vibe 125 has a 12.5 meter long head and is therefore a great 
all-round flyline. It also has head weights marked in grams and grains 
like the Vibe 85 but because the same weight is distributed into 
longer length, it makes this line to feel slightly lighter compared to 
Vibe 85. Vibe 125 is closer to the AFTM standard too. With Vibe 125 
we suggest you to choose, for example, 5–6 line on #5 weight rods 
and 6–7 line on #6 weight rods. Vibe 125 is easy to roll- and spey cast 
and is a very long casting line with overhead casts. The readymade 
loop makes it easy to attach the leader.  
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NEW ATTACK
 
 

 

Code Item Head  Total  RRP 
VC3F Attack WF3F 10.1m 25m 29 

VC4F Attack WF4F 10.1m  25m  29 

VC5F Attack WF5F 10.1m  25m  29 

VC6F Attack WF6F 10.1m  25m  29 

VC7F Attack WF7F 10.1m  25m  29 

VC8F Attack WF8F 10.1m  25m  29 

VC9F Attack WF9F 10.1m  25m  29 
     

VC5I Attack inter WF5I 10.1m  27m 29 

VC6I Attack inter WF6I 10.1m  27m 29 

VC7I Attack inter WF7I 10.1m  27m 29 

VC8I Attack inter WF8I 10.1m  27m 29 
     

VC5S Attack sink3 WF5S 10.1m  27m 29 

VC6S Attack sink3 WF6S 10.1m  27m 29 

VC7S Attack sink3 WF7S 10.1m  27m 29 

VC8S Attack sink3 WF8S 10.1m  27m 29 

VC9S Attack sink3 WF9S 10.1m  27m 29 
 

STORY: A line originally made to be clearly visible, slick and 
high floating and dressed with good turnover ability to serve 
both beginners and advanced fishermen. The result was that 
our pros nearly ripped these lines out of our hands just to 
cover all situations with different methods of attack. That is 
why we call this line a real everyday all-rounder.   
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

NEW NITE 
 

Code Item Head  Total  RRP 
VNW4 Nite WF4F 10.1m  25m 49 

VNW5 Nite WF5F 10.1m  25m 49 

VNW6 Nite WF6F 10.1m  25m 49 

VNW7 Nite WF7F 10.1m  25m 49 

VNW8 Nite WF8F 10.1m  25m 49 
 

 

STORY: Nite is a weight forward line for all-round use with a supple 
and slick self-lubricating coating. It has a compound type taper and is 
a two-tone line with a mango coloured head and light grey running 
line for high visibility. The ready-made loop makes it easy to attach 
the leader. The Nite line is built on a braided core and it remains 
memory free in cold water. Available floating in line weights #4 – 8. 
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cult

    

 

Code Item Head  Total  RRP
VUW2 Cult WF2F 11m 27m  63 
VUW3 Cult WF3F 11m 27m  63 

VUW4 Cult WF4F 11m 27m  63 

VUW5 Cult WF5F 11m 27m  63 

VUW6 Cult WF6F 11m 27m  63 

VUW7 Cult WF7F 11m 27m  63 

VUW8 Cult WF8F 11m 27m  63 
 

VUD3 Cult DT3F  27m   63 
VUD4 Cult DT4F  27m   63 

VUD5 Cult DT5F  27m   63 

VUD6 Cult DT6F  27m   63 

VUD7 Cult DT7F  27m   63 
 

 

STORY: Cult DT and WF lines follow AFTM weights exactly. So if they 
feel too light it's your previous rod or previous line that matched 
incorrectly. Cult lines have a softer coating to optimize presentation. 
These lines have classic WF and DT profiles. 
 

 BIG DADDY    

 

Code Item Head Total RRP 
VBD8F Big Daddy 19g floating 8.5m 30m 79 
VBD9F Big Daddy 21g floating 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD10F Big Daddy 23g floating 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD8I Big Daddy 19g interm. 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD9I Big Daddy 21g interm. 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD10I Big Daddy 23g interm. 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD11I Big Daddy 26g interm. 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD8SI Big Daddy 19g SloMo 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD9SI Big Daddy 21g SloMo 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD8S3 Big Daddy 19g sink 3 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD9S3 Big Daddy 21g sink 3 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD10S3 Big Daddy 23g sink 3 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD11S3 Big Daddy 26g sink 3 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD8S5 Big Daddy 19g sink 5 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD9S5 Big Daddy 21g sink 5 8.5m 30m 79 

VBD10S5 Big Daddy 23g sink 5 8.5m 30m 79 
 

 

STORY: Big Daddy is a line which is designed for both big and air 
resistant flies. It has a short, 8,5meter head with very aggressive front 
taper giving you really good turnover of bulky flies. The low stretch core, 
combined with super slick grooved coating with built-in Teflon, transfers 
the casting energy in the best possible way and gives a clear advantage 
hooking hard headed fish firmly even at long distances. The short and 
heavy head is easy to handle and shoot but at the same time the thicker 
running line gives you an opportunity to aerialize longer line without 
collapsing your cast.  
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+ KUST 
    

 

Code Item Head Total RRP 
VST5I Kust  WF5 / 12g Interm. 10 m head 10m 30m 79 

VST6I  Kust  WF6 / 15g Interm. 10 m head  10m 30m 79
VST7I  Kust  WF7 / 17g Interm. 10 m head  10m 30m 79
VST8I  Kust  WF8 / 19g Interm. 10 m head  10m 30m 79
     

VST6S2  Kust  WF6 / 15g Sink2 10 m head  10m 30m 79
VST7S2  Kust  WF7 / 17g  Sink2 10 m head  10m 30m 79
VST8S2  Kust  WF8 / 19g Sink2 10 m head  10m 30m 79

 

 

STORY: The original Kust line has a 10m slow intermediate head (color | 
pale olive) and 20m of floating running line (color | orange) to get your fly 
just under the surface also in windy conditions. The line has a slick and 
supple coating which remains memory free even in cold conditions. The 
slickness is achieved by adding Teflon® particles to the coating and this 
way the slickness doesn’t wear off either. The low stretch core helps you 
to feel the takes and it also transfers casting energy far more efficiently 
than traditional cores. The readymade loop makes it easy to attach the 
leader.  
 
For season 2015 we introduce another Kust line, which has a sink 2 head 
and a floating running line. The faster sinking head (color | brown) 
reaches the correct depth quicker when needed and is also good when 
you’re fishing from drifting boat. It has also 10 meter /32,9 feet long head 
for easy casting and it gives nice presentation even in the most 
challenging conditions. The memory free, slick and supple coating lays 
straight on the surface and the low stretch core helps you to feel even the 
most careful takes when the bite slows down. This line also includes the 
readymade loop. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 BOTTOM EXPRESS 

 

Code Item Head Total   RRP 
VBE130 Bottom Express 130 grain 9.5m 33m  69 

VBE200 Bottom Express 200 grain 9.5m  33m   69 

VBE300 Bottom Express 300 grain 9.5m  33m   69 
 

STORY: A line that sinks like a stone ensuring you can always reach the very 
bottom. The rear part of the head floats to avoid creating an angle with the 
running line.  
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        Chapter 6: LINES FOR DH RODS
Vision friend Antti Pirinen releasing an early season salmon on Kharlovka, Russia.
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NEW  ACE shooting heads
 

The well-known ACE – shooting heads are now made even better. We went back to the cave and after three months meditation and 
loads of moonshine we came back to surface with a brilliant taper, The Carrot. Flyline design is not always rocket science. New 
heads have all the necessary features like super slim and strong loops on both ends, printing on the loops telling which end attach 
to running line (yep, the running line end loop is same green as on our Ace Skagit heads) and the weight & the sinking/floating 
speed of head. They are also built over supersensitive low stretch core so you’ll feel even the lightest take. 
 

 
 

New Ace shooting heads development and testing group in action on Newtyle Beat on the River Tay, Scotland. 
 
The biggest and most radical step over the other shooting heads is our Sliding Density™ construction of the sinking heads. Instead 
of making the line with two or even three different density materials we’ve made these lines with continuous change of the density. 
So for example our Inter to Sink 3 head’s density changes gradually from intermediate to Sink 3. This way we have made a line which 
doesn’t have ANY hinging effect during the cast. It flies in a really nice and controlled loop offering extremely good energy 
transform turning over even really big and heavy flies. With the Sliding Density™ construction together with the new Carrot taper 
we’ve been able to make the easiest casting sinking heads on the market, period. 
 

 
 
The other thing with these heads is the Down To Earth colours. We felt that the lines should blend to the colours of the riverbed. So 
the sinking lines’ colours are chosen to be brownish & greenish because that’s what the stones and the bottom of the rivers often 
are. The Floating Carrot with its HiFlo™ - coating rides very high on the surface and with carrot orange colour it is very easy to see 
and follow exactly where your fly is.The Clear Float has a different approach. It is fully transparent so it minimizes the shadow it 
casts to the bottom. Shortly, you’ll spook less and hook more. It floats lower than the Carrot, just about on the surface, so the 
surface disturbance during the swing is minimal. Lower floating adds also friction when casting so it loads your rod easier. 
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NEW ACE shooting heads 

 

ON THE SURFACE 
 

Floating Carrot  
 HiFlo™ - coating 
 Visible colour, easy to track when fishing 

 

Code Item Length RRP 

VAC30F ACE Floating carrot 30g 10.7m / 35ft 59 

VAC34F ACE Floating carrot 34g 11.3m / 37ft 59 

VAC38F ACE Floating carrot 38g 11.7m / 38ft 59 

VAC42F ACE Floating carrot 42g 12.2m / 40ft 59 
 

 
Clear Float  
 Clear low float coating on a clear monofilament core. 
 The low float coating reduces the surface disturbance 

when you’re swinging the fly. It also adds friction when 
you’re making the cast helping you to load your rod 
properly. 

 The clear coating doesn’t cast similar shadow as the 
“normal” floating line so you’re less likely to spook the fish 
and more likely to hook them. 

Code Item Length RRP 

VAC26CF ACE Clear Float 26g 10.1m / 33ft 59 

VAC30CF  ACE Clear Float 30g 10.7m / 35ft 59 

VAC34CF ACE Clear Float 34g 11.3m / 37ft 59 

VAC38CF ACE Clear Float 38g 11.7m / 38ft 59 

VAC42CF ACE Clear Float 42g 12.2m / 40ft 59 

VAC46CF ACE Clear Float 46g 12.5m / 41ft 59 

 
 

                                    
                                                ACE Floating Carrot                                    ACE Clear float 
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NEW ACE shooting heads 

 

A BIT DEEPER 
 
Float to Clear Inter 

 

 Clear intermediate tip keeps your fly just under the surface. 
 Clear tip is also less likely to be seen by the fish. 
 In most conditions this is the best fishing line by miles. 
 Utilises the Sliding Density™ construction. 

 

Code Item Length RRP 

VAC26IT ACE  Float to clear int 26g 10.1m / 33ft 59 
VAC30IT ACE  Float to clear int 30g 10.7m / 35ft 59 

VAC34IT ACE  Float to clear int 34g 11.3m / 37ft 59 

VAC38IT ACE  Float to clear int 38g 11.7m / 38ft 59 

VAC42IT ACE  Float to clear int 42g 12.2m / 40ft 59 

 
SloMo to Inter  
 Sits a bit deeper than the intermediate tip head and is not 

carried away with the faster surface currents so you can fish 
a bit slower if desired. 

 Utilises the Sliding Density™ construction. 

Code Item Length RRP 

VAC30I  ACE  SloMo to inter 30g 10.7m / 35ft 59 
VAC34I ACE  SloMo to inter 34g 11.3m / 37ft 59 

VAC38I ACE  SloMo to inter 38g 11.7m / 38ft 59 

VAC42I ACE  SloMo to inter 42g 12.2m / 40ft 59 

VAC46I ACE  SloMo to inter 46g 12.5m / 41ft 59 

 

                                    
                                       ACE Float to Inter                                          ACE SloMo to Inter 

 

DOWN ‘N’ DEEP 
 

Sink 1 to Sink 3  
 All-rounder for conditions when the river is slightly high, 

great choice also for faster flowing pools. 
 Utilises the Sliding Density™ construction. 

 

Code Item Length RRP 

VAC30S3 ACE  Inter to Sink3 30g 10.7m / 35ft 59 
VAC34S3 ACE  Inter to Sink3 34g 11.3m / 37ft 59 

VAC38S3 ACE  Inter to Sink3 38g 11.7m / 38ft 59 

VAC42S3 ACE  Inter to Sink3 42g 12.2m / 40ft 59 

VAC46S3 ACE  Inter to Sink3 46g 12.5m / 41ft 59 

Sink 3 to sink 5  
 Great choice for early season salmon hunting from ice 

cold, high rivers. 
 Utilises the Sliding Density™ construction. 
 Unbelievably easy casting for its sinking speed. 

Code Item Length RRP 

VAC30S5 ACE  Sink3 to Sink5 30g 10.7m / 35ft 59 
VAC34S5 ACE  Sink3 to Sink5 34g 11.3m / 37ft 59 

VAC38S5 ACE  Sink3 to Sink5 38g 11.7m / 38ft 59 

VAC42S5 ACE  Sink3 to Sink5 42g 12.2m / 40ft 59 

VAC46S5 ACE  Sink3 to Sink5 46g 12.5m / 41ft 59 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

                     ACE Inter to Sink3                                         ACE Sink3 to Sink5 
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 ACE SWITCH TIP 
 

Code Item  RRP 
VSW260 ACE Switch tip head 23g/360g  115 

VSW300  ACE Switch tip head 26g/400g    115 
VSW350  ACE Switch tip head 29g/450g    115
 

 

STORY: Short, easy casting shooting head system for modern 
Switch rods. Kit includes floating body, floating, intermediate 
and sink3 tips and they all have loops on both ends. This makes 
them very easy and quick to change whenever needed. By 
adding our polyleader to the tip you can fine tune the sinking 
depth even more. The body will cast also the faster sinking T – 
tips so this line is very versatile. The body part is 6.1 meters and 
the tips are 3,0 meters in length. The heads come in 23g, 26g 
and 29g in total weight. The short total length makes this line 
very easy to cast even in most difficult conditions. 
 

               

           
 

   FOR SUITABLE ACE TAPERED TIPS AND  T-TIPS, SEE P.50-51. 

 
 

ACE SKAGIT (F) 
  

 

   

Code Item  RRP 
VSK370 Ace Skagit head floating 23g/370grain  79 

VSK400 Ace Skagit head floating 25g/400grain  79 

VSK430 Ace Skagit head floating 27g/430grain  79 

VSK460 Ace Skagit head floating 29g/460grain  79 

VSK490 Ace Skagit head floating 31g/490grain  79 

VSK520 Ace Skagit head floating 33g/520grain  79 

VSK550 Ace Skagit head floating 35g/550grain  79 

VSK580 Ace Skagit head floating 37g/580grain  79 

VSK610 Ace Skagit head floating 39g/610grain  79 

VSK650 Ace Skagit head floating 42g/650grain  79 

VSK690 Ace Skagit head floating 45g/690grain  79 

VSK730 Ace Skagit head floating 47g/730grain  79 

VSK770 Ace Skagit head floating 50g/770grain  79 

 
STORY: If you need to get down deep, use large and heavy flies 
and still want to maintain your control, Ace Skagit floating head + 
T -tip is the line system for you. This floating head range covers 
line weights for relevant rod lengths and weights. The T-tips range 
includes three different lengths and each of them has three 
different weight classes. The tip’s length and sinking rate is 
chosen according to the place you fish, not according what you 
think the line can cast. All tips come with pre-made loops in both 
ends to make your fishing nice and easy. All Ace Skagit floating 
heads are delivered with a suitable T14 tip. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
FOR SUITABLE ACE TAPERED TIPS AND  T-TIPS, SEE P.50-51. 
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 ACE SKAGIT (i)  

    

Code Item  RRP 
VSKI370 Ace Skagit head intermediate 23g/370grain  59 

VSKI400 Ace Skagit head intermediate 25g/400grain  59 

VSKI430 Ace Skagit head intermediate 27g/430grain  59 

VSKI460 Ace Skagit head intermediate 29g/460grain  59 

VSKI490 Ace Skagit head intermediate 31g/490grain  59 

VSKI520 Ace Skagit head intermediate 33g/520grain  59 

VSKI550 Ace Skagit head intermediate 35g/550grain  59 

VSKI580 Ace Skagit head intermediate 37g/580grain  59 

VSKI610 Ace Skagit head intermediate 39g/610grain  59 

VSKI650 Ace Skagit head intermediate 42g/650grain  59 

VSKI690 Ace Skagit head intermediate 45g/690grain  59 

VSKI730 Ace Skagit head intermediate 47g/730grain  59 

VSKI770 Ace Skagit head intermediate 50g/770grain  59 

STORY: A floating head is without any question the number one choice for Skagit 
fishing. It is ridiculously easy to use and it will get the job done in most of the 
cases. In some places, however, the surface flow is so strong or complex that it 
will make the sinking of the fly to the killing zone very difficult or the floating 
head drags the fly too fast when you want to present it slowly. To solve these 
problems, you need to get the large diameter head under the surface and away 
from the strongest current layer. Unlike some of our distinguished colleagues in 
the industry, we feel that leaving a part of the head on the surface is not the right 
way to proceed and thus our head is fully intermediate. This comes handy 
especially on some of the Scandinavian rivers which can be truly fast moving and 
occasionally pretty deep. We might suffer a bit in the maneuverability of the head 
but we consider that a small price to pay when we can offer our fly just as slowly as 
we like in diverse conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR SUITABLE ACE TAPERED TIPS AND  T-TIPS, SEE P.50-51. 

 
ACE TIP - SHOOTING HEAD TIP SYSTEM 

 

 Code Item RRP 
VAC67T ACE Tip 23g/370grain 115 

VAC78T ACE Tip 26g/400grain 115 

VAC89T ACE Tip 29g/460grain 115 

VAC910T ACE Tip 31g/490grain 115 

VAC1011T ACE Tip 34g/525grain 115 

VAC1112T ACE Tip 37g/580grain 115 

VAC1213T ACE Tip 40g/620grain 115 

VAC1314T ACE Tip 45g/690grain 115 

 
 

 

 
STORY: Ace shooting heads are now available also with an interchangeable tip system. The package includes a floating head with 
floating, intermediate and sink 3 tips. The intermediate tip is clear and therefore almost invisible to the fish. The head and tips have 
strong and slim loops for easy and quick connecting and the head also has a loop at the back end for attaching it to the running line. 
For those who need faster than sink 3 tips we recommend our Ace T-tips and Tapered tips. Ace tip lines perform very well with 
Skagit style casts too. The Ace tip system is available from 23grams to 45grams and they follow the standard Ace lengths, weights 
and profile. The kit includes a mesh wallet for tips.  
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SLIDE SPEY   

    

Code Item  RRP 
VSP67F Slide Spey 135 6-7/30g  89 

VSP78F Slide Spey 135 7-8/33g   89
VSP89F Slide Spey 150 8-9/37g    89
VSP910F Slide Spey 150 9-10/41g    89
VSP1011F Slide Spey 165 10-11/46g    89
VSP1112F Slide Spey 165 11-12/53g    89

 

 

 
STORY: Based on our great fishing line, the Spey Ace, we designed a shorter, even easier to use, spey line. Slide Spey has three 
basic head lengths, 13.5 / 15.0 / 16.5 meter, based on the rod rating. These head lengths are easy to handle even if you are not very 
familiar with spey lines. They give you good fishing distances easily. The Slide Spey’s taper is designed to turn real fishing flies or 
sinking polyleaders over with ease. This line is not scared of heavy northern winds or modern, weighted fox flies. The running line 
has a dark casting marker just behind the head, showing you the ideal casting spot. The length of this marker goes hand in hand with 
the head lengths, being shorter on short heads and longer on the longest head. The ready-made loop at the front makes it easy to 
attach the monofilament or the polyleader. 
 
 
 
 
 

 SLIDE SPEY TIP 

 

Code Item  RRP 
VSP67T Slide Spey tip 135 6-7/30g  139 

VSP78T  Slide Spey tip 135 7-8/33g    139 
VSP89T Slide Spey tip 150 8-9/37g    139
VSP910T Slide Spey tip 150 9-10/41g    139
VSP1011T  Slide Spey tip 165 10-11/46g    139 
VSP1112T  Slide Spey tip 165 11-12/53g    139 

 

 

 
STORY: We have developed an interchangeable tip version out of the Slide Spey line. This is the ultimate salmon fly line for the 
fisherman who wants to cover all different fishing situations with just one very versatile line. It comes with 4 different tips; 
floating, clear intermediate, sink 3 and sink 7. Tips have loops on both ends so they are easy and quick to change and they also 
allow very easy attachment to the monofilament- or polyleader. Slide Spey Tip has different colour runningline and the full 
floater has dark grey casting marker showing you the ideal casting spot. 
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 ACE HEAD AND TIP WALLETS 

    

Code Item  RRP 

VLW Ace head wallet  19,90 

VTW Ace tip wallet  9,90 

 

 

 

 

Ace head wallet Ace tip wallet 
 

STORY: To make sure that it is easy and safe to have all necessary heads and tips with you while you are fishing, we introduced 
two wallets, one for the tips and one for the heads. Both wallets are black/white colored and the larger Head wallet includes the 
Ace of Spey theme decorations. Both wallets have light mesh walls to divide them into sections for individual heads or tips. 
 
 
 

 
FLY LINE RECOMMENDATIONS  

FOR OUR DH RODS 
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                Chapter 7: RUNNING.BACKING
Niklas Holmér from Vision/Fly-dressing fighting a nice tarpon in Florida, USA.
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  ACE Control - running line 
 

Code Item Strength Length Color  RRP 
VRLC39F Ace Control  30lb+ 30m Orange with dark green marks  45 
 
STORY: This is a perfect running line for the ones who want to know where their fly is. This monofilament core running line has 
an orange HiFlo™ - coating with dark green markers in 5 m intervals. So you can easily see how much you have line out and if you 
get a take it’s easy to cover that lie again as you know how far it was.  The monofilament core makes it slightly stiffer compared to 
our other ACE running lines so you’re less likely to get tangles. It has a big loop at the front and smaller at the back and it’s made 
over a 30lb core with total thickness of 0.039”. 
 

 

  CATAPULT FLAT SHOOTER - RUNNING LINES  
   

Code Item Strength Length Color  RRP 
VRL35 Catapult Flat shooter  35lb/15,9kg 100m Fl.yellow  29 
VRL50 Catapult Flat shooter  50lb/16,3kg 100m Fl.yellow  29 
 
STORY: If you are looking for the maximum distances and ready to pay attention to controlling your runningline, this is your 
choice. This super slick shooter type runningline has very slow stretch giving you the ultimate feel on your fishing and it has very 
low memory. It is so slick that in real fishing situation you have to remember to brake it a bit at the end of your cast to create some 
head and leader straightening friction. The spool has 100 meters so it rigs several reels, or just one if you’re really good… 
 
 
 
        
 

ace2 - RUNNING LINES 
 
 
 
 

       

Code Item Strength Length Diameter Color  RRP 
VRL27F ACE2 floating 20lb/9,1kg 30m/98ft .027’’/0.69mm orange  39 
VRL31F ACE2 floating 20lb/9,1kg 30m/98ft .031’’/0.79mm orange  39 
VRL36F ACE2 floating 30LB/13,6kg 30m/98ft .036’’/0.91mm orange  39 
VRL40F ACE2 floating 30LB/13,6kg 30m/98ft .040’’/1.02mm orange  39 
 
STORY: A set of floating running lines to cover all your needs. 
These running lines don’t have any memory whatsoever so 
there’s no need to stretch them before use. We have a ready-
made loop at one end for smooth and easy attaching to your 
shooting head.  
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bÄKKÄRI - BACKING LINES  

 

Code Item Strength Length Color  

 
 

VB5012W Bäkkäri 12lb/5,4kg 50m/55yds white  
VB5020W Bäkkäri 20lb/9,1kg 50m/55yds white  
VBW20 Bäkkäri 20lb/9,1kg 100m/110yds white  
VB5020O Bäkkäri 20lb/9,1kg 50m/55yds orange  
VBW20B Bäkkäri 20lb/9,1kg 100m/110yds orange  
VB20020O Bäkkäri 20lb/9,1kg 200m/220yds orange  
VB250020O Bäkkäri 20lb/9,1kg 2500m/2734yds orange  
VB15030W Bäkkäri 30LB/13,6kg 150m/164yds white  
VB2503OW Bäkkäri 30LB/13,6kg 250m/273yds white  
VB15030C Bäkkäri 30LB/13,6kg 150m/164yds chartreuse  
VB25030C Bäkkäri 30LB/13,6kg 250m/273yds chartreuse  
VB250030C Bäkkäri 30LB/13,6kg 2500m/2734yds chartreuse  
 
STORY: Bäkkäri is a new extensive (12 products) backing family for the season 2013. It consists of strength categories 12, 20 and 
30 lbs. Available depending on the strength in 50m, 100m, 150m, 200m, 250m and 2500m spools. Extra thin, highly visible and 
very difficult to get cutting into itself even when put under heavy stress during a fight with a big fish. If you don't find a proper 
backing for your particular needs (heavy saltwater fly fishing excluded) we are very surprised. 

 

 
dacspun - BACKING LINES 

      
Code Item Strength Length Color  
VB10028 Dacspun 28lb/12,7kg 100m/110yds Fl.orange/white  
VB20036 Dacspun 36lb/16,3kg 200m/220yds Fl.green/white  
VB2028 Dacspun 28lb/12,7kg 2000m/2200yds Fl.orange/white  
VB2036 Dacspun 36lb/16,3kg 2000m/2200yds Fl.green/white  
 
STORY: A Vision innovation. This backing is a quarter stronger, yet a quarter thinner than ordinary Dacron backings. It is a 
combination of strong Dyneema- fibers and Dacron. The mixture is developed so that it won’t cut into itself. Comes in 28 and 36 
lbs. 
 

 

THE DIFFERENCE. Dacspun is 
extremely thin backing line. Above 
you’ll see the difference between 
Dacspun(left) and a traditional dacron 
based backing(right). Both spools have 
exactly 100 m of backing. 
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        Chapter 8: LEADERS.TIPS
Vision product manager Antti Guttorm posing on/in Weissenbach, Austria.
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NEW PRISMA FLUOROCARBON - LEADERS 
      

 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

        
 

VFP38 Prisma Fluorocarbon 0.38 0.38mm 9’/270cm 8.2kg/18.1lb 
VFP33 Prisma Fluorocarbon 0.33 0.33mm 9’/270cm 6.9kg/15.2lb 
VFP0 Prisma Fluorocarbon 0X 0.28mm 9’/ 270cm 5.3kg/11.7lb 
VFP 1 Prisma Fluorocarbon 1X 0.26mm 9’/ 270cm  4.4kg/9.7lb 
VFP 2 Prisma Fluorocarbon 2X 0.24mm 9’/ 270cm  3.5kg/7.7lb 
VFP 3 Prisma Fluorocarbon 3X 0.21mm 9’/ 270cm  2.7kg/5.9lb 
VFP 4 Prisma Fluorocarbon 4X 0.18mm 9’/ 270cm  2.2kg/4.8lb 
VFP 5 Prisma Fluorocarbon 5X 0.16mm 9’/ 270cm  1.8kg/4.0lb 
VFP 6 Prisma Fluorocarbon 6X 0.14mm 9’/ 270cm  1.3kg/2.9lb 
VFP 7 Prisma Fluorocarbon 7X 0.12mm 9’/ 270cm 1.0kg/2.2lb 
 

STORY: New fluorocarbon leader for fishing in ultra-clear, slow moving waters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ace - LEADERS 
 

      

Code Item Tip Length Strength 
VAL631 Ace leader 0.31mm 6’ / 182cm 6.3kg/15lb 
VAL634 Ace leader 0.34mm 6’ / 182cm  8.2kg/18lb 
VAL638 Ace leader 0.38mm 6’ / 182cm  9.1kg/20lb 
VAL643 Ace leader 0.43mm 6’ / 182cm  11.3kg/25lb 
 

STORY: Designed to accompany the Ace Of Spey Shooting Heads and Vision 
speylines. The short 6 feet leader is designed to give maximum turn over for big flies. 
It can be used with fast sinking shooting and Skagit heads to take your fly really deep. 
This is also good base to build your own pike leader by adding a piece of wire at the tip. 
Two (2) pcs per package. 
 
 
 
 

             

Code Item Tip Length Strength 
VAL931 Ace leader 0.31mm 9’/ 274cm 6.3kg/15lb 
VAL934 Ace leader 0.34mm 9’/ 274cm  8.2kg/18lb 
VAL938 Ace leader 0.38mm 9’/ 274cm  9.1kg/20lb 
VAL943 Ace leader 0.43mm 9’/ 274cm  11.3kg/25lb 
 

STORY: Designed to accompany the Ace Of Spey Shooting Heads and Vision 
speylines. 9 feet version is at its best with single hand fishing for bigger fish. It is also 
good choice for slower sinking shooting heads. Two (2) pcs per package. 
 

            

Code Item Tip Length Strength 
VAL1231 Ace leader 0.31mm 12’/365cm 6.3kg/15lb 
VAL1234 Ace leader 0.34mm 12’/365cm  8.2kg/18lb 
VAL1238 Ace leader 0.38mm 12’/365cm  9.1kg/20lb 
VAL1243 Ace leader 0.43mm 12’/365cm  11.3kg/25lb 
 

STORY: Designed to accompany the Ace Of Spey Shooting Heads and Vision 
speylines. The 15 and 12 foot leaders are great for all around salmon and steelhead 
fishing. Two (2) pcs per package. 
 

             

Code Item Tip Length Strength 
VAL1531 Ace leader 0.31mm 15’/457cm 6.3kg/15lb 
VAL1534 Ace leader 0.34mm 15’/457cm  8.2kg/18lb 
VAL1538 Ace leader 0.38mm 15’/457cm  9.1kg/20lb 
VAL1543 Ace leader 0.43mm 15’/457cm  11.3kg/25lb 
 

STORY: Designed to accompany the Ace Of Spey Shooting Heads and Vision 
speylines. The 15 and 12 foot leaders are great for all around salmon and steelhead 
fishing. Two (2) pcs per package. 
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 NANO MONO - LEADERS 
      

 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

    

VOL0 Nano Mono 0X 0.28mm 9’/ 270cm 7.2kg/15.9lb 
VOL1 Nano Mono 1X 0.26mm 9’/ 270cm  6.7kg/14.8lb 
VOL2 Nano Mono 2X 0.23mm 9’/ 270cm  4.8kg/10.6lb 
VOL3 Nano Mono 3X 0.20mm 9’/ 270cm  3.7kg/8.2lb 
VOL4 Nano Mono 4X 0.17mm 9’/ 270cm  2.7kg/6.0lb 
VOL5 Nano Mono 5X 0.15mm 9’/ 270cm  2.3kg/5.1lb 
VOL6 Nano Mono 6X 0.13mm 9’/ 270cm  1.7kg/3.7lb 
VOL7 Nano Mono 7X 0.11mm 9’/ 270cm  1.5kg/3.3lb 
VOLL4 Nano Mono Long 4X 0.17mm 13’5’’/ 410cm 2.7kg/6.0lb 
VOLL5 Nano Mono Long 5X 0.15mm 13’5’’/ 410cm  2.3kg/5.1lb 
VOLL6 Nano Mono Long 6X 0.13mm 13’5’’/ 410cm  1.7kg/3.7lb 
VOLL7 Nano Mono Long 7X 0.11mm 13’5’’/ 410cm  1.5kg/3.3lb 
 
 

STORY: Nano Mono leaders offer you two options for that special moment when you 
are facing the greatest challenge of the day. Shorter leaders for bit easier fisheries and 
longer ones for those vary wild fishes on crystal clear mountain streams. 2.7m leader 
available in 0X – 7X and 4.11m leader in 4X – 7X. This is a brand new innovation in 
monofilament tippets and leaders. It is really something new and different from our 
famous Extreme tippet. If you like soft and strong line, the Nano Mono is your choice. 
It has extremely high knot strength and it is totally memory free. It has more stretch 
than our Extreme tippet making it act like a shock tippet, simply helping you to land 
more trophy size fish. 
 
 

 trout - LEADERS 
      

 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VTL0 Trout 0X 0.30mm 9’/ 270cm 6.8kg/15lb 
VTL1 Trout 1X 0.27mm 9’/ 270cm  5.7kg/12.5kg 
VTL2 Trout 2X 0.24mm 9’/ 270cm  4.5kg/9.9lb 
VTL3 Trout 3X 0.21mm 9’/ 270cm  3.5kg/7.7lb 
VTL4 Trout 4X 0.17mm 9’/ 270cm  2.5kg/5.5lb 
VTL5 Trout 5X 0.16mm 9’/ 270cm  2.0kg/4.4lb 
VTL6 Trout 6X 0.14mm 9’/ 270cm  1.5kg/3.3lb 
VTL7 Trout 7X 0.11mm 9’/ 270cm 1.0kg/2.2lb 
 

 

STORY: These leaders are very powerful with long butts for the perfect turnover of 
large flies in all conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 

 CLASSIC trout - LEADERS 
      
 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 
 
 

VCL0 Classic Trout 0X 0.30mm 9’/ 270cm 6.8kg/15lb 
VCL1 Classic Trout 1X 0.27mm 9’/ 270cm  5.7kg/12.5lb 
VCL2 Classic Trout 2X 0.24mm 9’/ 270cm  4.5kg/9.9lb 
VCL3 Classic Trout 3X 0.21mm 9’/ 270cm  3.5kg/7.7lb 
VCL4 Classic Trout 4X 0.17mm 9’/ 270cm  2.5kg/5.5lb 
VCL5 Classic Trout 5X 0.16mm 9’/ 270cm  2.0kg/4.4lb 
VCL6 Classic Trout 6X 0.14mm 9’/ 270cm  1.5kg/3.3lb 
VCL7 Classic Trout 7X 0.11mm 9’/ 270cm 1.0kg/2.2lb 
 

STORY: Leaders with thinner butts and long thin tips, ideal for small flies and long 
drag free drifts. 
 
 
 
 
 

 SPRING CREEK - LEADERS 
      
 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VSC2 Spring creek 2X 0.23mm 12’/ 360cm  4.5kg/10lb 
VSC3 Spring creek 3X 0.20mm 12’/ 360cm  3.6kg/8lb 
VSC4 Spring creek 4X 0.18mm 12’/ 360cm  2.6kg/5.8lb 
VSC5 Spring creek 5X 0.15mm 12’/ 360cm  1.9kg/4.4lb 
VSC6 Spring creek 6X 0.13mm 12’/ 360cm  1.5kg/3.4lb 
VSC7 Spring creek 7X 0.10mm 12’/ 360cm 1.0kg/2.4lb 
 

STORY: In clear waters your classical 9ft leader can be too short. Our 12 feet long 
Spring Creek leader is tapered to work with dries and smaller nymphs when 
presentation and invisibility is the key for hooking a fish. 
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 SALMON & SEATROUT - LEADERS 
      
 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VSSL31 Salmon & Seatrout 0.31 0.31mm 11’7’’/ 350cm  6.3kg/15lb 
VSSL34  Salmon & Seatrout 0.34 0.34mm 11’7’’/ 350cm  8.2kg/18lb 
VSSL38  Salmon & Seatrout 0.38 0.38mm 11’7’’/ 350cm  9.1kg/20lb 
VSSL43  Salmon & Seatrout 0.43 0.43mm 11’7’’/ 350cm  11.3kg/25lb 
 

STORY: The Salmon and Sea trout leader is perfect for lighter double and longer 
single handed rods. It has a heavy butt design to present large flies easily. 
        

 

 

 SALMON - LEADERS  
 

 
 

 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VSL24 Salmon 0.24mm 0.24mm 15’/ 450cm  2.9kg/6.5lb 
VSL26  Salmon 0.26mm 0.26mm 15’/ 450cm  4kg/9lb 
VSL31  Salmon 0.31mm 0.31mm 15’/ 450cm  5kg/11lb 
VSL34  Salmon 0.34mm 0.34mm 15’/ 450cm  6.3kg/14lb 
VSL38  Salmon 0.38mm 0.38mm 15’/ 450cm  9.1kg/20lb 
VSL43  Salmon 0.43mm 0.43mm 15’/ 450cm  11.3/25lb 
 

STORY: Perfectly balanced for salmon fishing. The Salmon leader has a long heavy 
butt that allows turnover of large salmon flies and streamers. This leader has a profile 
that has been especially developed to suit modern double-handed fishing techniques. 
The thinner tippet models will also suit stillwater trout fishing. 
 
 

 

 light trout – POLYLEADERS 
 

 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VPL1 Light Trout Floating 0.25mm 5’/ 152cm  5kg/11lb 
VPL2 Light Trout Intermediate 0.25mm 5’/ 152cm  5kg/11lb
VPL3 Light Trout Slow Sink 0.25mm 5’/ 152cm  5kg/11lb
VPL4 Light Trout Fast Sink 0.25mm 5’/ 152cm  5kg/11lb
VPL5 Light Trout Extra Fast Sink 0.25mm 5’/ 152cm  5kg/11lb
 

STORY: Polyleaders consist of a thin tapered monofilament core with a flexible 
polymer coating on the outside. This is why they are more durable and turn over better 
than normal leaders. The loop in the leader eases the change of leader to either 
floating, intermediate or sinking. 
 

 

 

 trout - POLYLEADERS 
      
 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VPT1 Trout Floating 0.30mm 8’/ 244cm  7kg/15.5lb 
VPT2 Trout Intermediate 0.30mm 8’/ 244cm  7kg/15.5lb
VPT3 Trout Slow Sink 0.30mm 6’/ 183cm  7kg/15.5lb
VPT4 Trout Fast Sink 0.30mm 6’/ 183cm  7kg/15.5lb
VPT5 Trout Extra Fast Sink 0.30mm 6’/ 183cm  7kg/15.5lb
 

STORY: Polyleaders consist of a thin tapered monofilament core with a flexible 
polymer coating on the outside. This is why they are more durable and turn over better 
than normal leaders. The loop in the leader eases the change of leader to either 
floating, intermediate or sinking. 
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Vision Polyleader family portrait. 

 SEATROUT & SALMON - POLYLEADERS 
      
 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VPS0 Seatrout & Salmon Floating 0.40mm 10’/ 305cm  11kg/24.4lb 
VPS1 Seatrout & Salmon Intermediate 0.40mm 10’/ 305cm  11kg/24.4lb 
VPS2 Seatrout & Salmon Slow Sink 0.40mm 10’/ 305cm  11kg/24.4lb 
VPS3 Seatrout & Salmon Fast Sink 0.40mm 10’/ 305cm  11kg/24.4lb 
VPS4 Seatrout & Salmon Extra Fast Sink 0.40mm 10’/ 305cm  11kg/24.4lb 
 

STORY: Polyleaders consist of a thin tapered monofilament core with a flexible polymer 
coating on the outside. This is why they are more durable and turn over better than 
normal leaders. The loop in the leader eases the change of leader to either floating, 
intermediate or sinking. 
 
  

 

 SALMON - POLYLEADERS 
      
 Code Item Tip Length Strength 

 

VPS01 Salmon Floating 0.50mm 14’/ 427cm  18kg/39.7lb 
VPS02 Salmon Intermediate 0.50mm 12’6’’/ 381cm  18kg/39.7lb
VPS03 Salmon Slow Sink 0.50mm 10’/ 305cm  18kg/39.7lb
VPS04 Salmon Fast Sink 0.50mm 10’/ 305cm  18kg/39.7lb
VPS05 Salmon Extra Fast Sink 0.50mm 10’/ 305cm  18kg/39.7lb
     

VPS12 Salmon Intermediate 0.50mm 5’ / 152cm 18kg/39.7lb
VPS13 Salmon Slow Sink 0.50mm 5’ / 152cm  18kg/39.7lb
VPS14 Salmon Fast Sink 0.50mm 5’ / 152cm  18kg/39.7lb
VPS15 Salmon Extra Fast Sink 0.50mm 5’ / 152cm  18kg/39.7lb
 

STORY: Polyleaders consist of a thin tapered monofilament core with a flexible polymer 
coating on the outside. This is why they are more durable and turn over better than 
normal leaders. The loop in the leader eases the change of leader to either floating, 
intermediate or sinking. 
 
 

 + ace tapered tips 
 

 

Code Item Length Color  RRP 
VSKT10F Ace Tapered tip Floating 10’ / 305cm  white   23 
VSKT10CF Ace Tapered tip Clear Floating 10’ / 305cm  clear    23
VSKT10I Ace Tapered tip Intermediate 10’ / 305cm  clear    23
VSKT10S2 Ace Tapered tip Sink 2 10’ / 305cm brown   23 
VSKT10S3 Ace Tapered tip Sink 3 10’ / 305cm  brown    23
VSKT12F Ace Tapered tip Floating 12’ / 365cm  white    23
VSKT12CF Ace Tapered tip Clear Floating 12’ / 365cm  clear   23
VSKT12I Ace Tapered tip Intermediate 12’ / 365cm  clear    23
VSKT12S2 Ace Tapered tip Sink 2 12’ / 365cm brown   23 
VSKT12S3 Ace Tapered tip Sink 3 12’ / 365cm  brown    23
VSKT15F Ace Tapered tip Floating 15’ / 450cm  white    23
VSKT15CF Ace Tapered tip Clear Floating 15’ / 450cm  clear    23
VSKT15I Ace Tapered tip Intermediate 15’ / 450cm  clear   23
VSKT15S2 Ace Tapered tip Sink 2 15’ / 450cm brown   23 
VSKT15S3 Ace Tapered tip Sink 3 15’ / 450cm  brown   23
 

 STORY: In order to complete our Skagit range, we designed a set of optimized tapered 
tips including obligatory Floating, Clear Floating, Intermediate and Sink3 tips. For 
season 2015 we introduced additional Sink2. When combined with a Floating or an 
Intermediate Skagit head, the angler can basically cover all the layers from the surface 
down to the depth were T-tips will become the number one option. All tips are equipped 
with ready-made loops. 
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 ACE T-TIPS 
 

 

 Code Item Weight per feet Length Color  RRP 
VSKT10 Ace T-tip 10 grain 10’/ 305cm  black   23 
VSKT14 Ace T-tip 14 grain 10’/ 305cm  black    23
VSKT17 Ace T-tip 17 grain 10’/ 305cm  black    23
VSKT10-12 Ace T-tip 10 grain 12.5’/380cm  black    23
VSKT14-12 Ace T-tip 14 grain 12.5’/380cm  black    23
VSKT17-12 Ace T-tip 17 grain 12.5’/380cm  black    23
VSKT10-15 Ace T-tip 10 grain 15’/450cm  black    23
VSKT14-15 Ace T-tip 14 grain 15’/450cm  black    23
VSKT17-15 Ace T-tip 17 grain 15’/450cm  black    23
 

STORY: The Ace T-tip family includes three different length categories: 10ft, 12,5ft and 
15ft. Each of the categories has three different weight classes: T10, T14 and T17. All tips 
come with pre-made loops on both ends to make your fishing nice and easy. Each tip 
has weight and length printed on one end for easy identification. 
 

 

 pike - Wire leadeR 
 

 

 

Code Item Tip Length Strength  

 

VWL30 Pike wire 30lb 0.24mm 7’/ 210cm  13.6kg/30lb  

 

STORY: Vision Pike leader is made from our Wireline tippet material and tapered heavy 
duty monofilament leader. They are attached with tippet ring. This makes it easy to 
change the wire tippet when needed. The overall length of the leader is 7 feet. Includes 
one extra tippet ring. 
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        Chapter 9: TIPPETS.LOOPS.etc.
Vision World Team member Olli Toivonen bags another Baltic seatrout.
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 PRISMA  - FLUOROCARBON TIPPET 
 

 

 

 Code Item Diameter Length Strength  

 

VFT0 Prisma fluoro OX 0.28mm 50m 5.9kg  

VFT1  Prisma fluoro 1X 0.26mm 50m  5.0kg  

VFT2  Prisma fluoro 2X 0.23mm 50m  4.7kg  

VFT3  Prisma fluoro 3X 0.21mm 50m  3.4kg  

VFT4  Prisma fluoro 4X 0.18mm 50m  2.8kg  

VFT5  Prisma fluoro 5X 0.16mm 50m  2.4kg  

VFT6  Prisma fluoro 6X 0.14mm 50m  1.9kg  

VFT7  Prisma fluoro 7X 0.12mm 50m  1.5kg  

VFT31 Prisma fluoro 0.31 0.31mm 30m 6.8kg  

VFT33 Prisma fluoro 0.33 0.33mm 30m  7.5kg  

VFT36 Prisma fluoro 0.36 0.36mm 30m  9.4kg  

VFT39 Prisma fluoro 0.39 0.39mm 30m  10.3kg  

VFT42 Prisma fluoro 0.42 0.42mm 30m  11.4kg  

VFT46 Prisma fluoro 0.46 0.46mm 30m  12.5kg  

VFT49 Prisma fluoro 0.49 0.49mm 30m  14kg  
 
 

STORY: Prisma is totally new fluorocarbon in our range. It has great knot strength 
and it is easy to tie, thanks to a special coating and slightly bigger stretch. It is still 
hard material so it gives you great turnover if you are using heavily weighted flies and 
because of fluorocarbon’s density it sinks, making it ideal for wet fly use. Prisma, like 
all other Vision tippet materials, come in colour coded, snap together & rotate 
spools. 

 

 NANO MONO -soft monofilament TIPPET 
 

 

 

 Code Item Diameter Length Strength  

 
 

VOT0 Nano Mono OX 0.28mm 50m 7.2kg  

VOT1  Nano Mono 1X 0.26mm 50m  6.7kg  

V0T2  Nano Mono 2X 0.23mm 50m  4.8kg  

V0T3  Nano Mono 3X 0.20mm 50m  3.7kg  

VOT4 Nano Mono 4X 0.17mm 50m  2.7kg  

VOT5 Nano Mono 5X 0.15mm 50m  2.3kg  

VOT6 Nano Mono 6X 0.13mm 50m  1.7kg  

VOT7 Nano Mono 7X 0.11mm 50m  1.5kg  

VOT8 Nano Mono 8X 0.09mm 50m 1.0kg  

VOT30 Nano Mono 0.30 0.30mm 30m 8.2kg  

VOT33 Nano Mono 0.33 0.33mm 30m  10.3kg  

VOT36 Nano Mono 0.36 0.36mm 30m  12.9kg  

VOT40 Nano Mono 0.40 0.40mm 30m  13.8kg  

VOT43 Nano Mono 0.43 0.43mm 30m  15.8kg  

VOT47 Nano Mono 0.47 0.47mm 30m  17.2kg  

VOT52 Nano Mono 0.52 0.52mm 30m  19.5kg  
 

STORY: Nano mono tippet material performs best when you need to use small flies with delicate presentation. It has superior knot 
strength and it is very easy to tie. It has more stretch than our other tippet materials so it acts also like a shock absorber, a great 
feature when using thin tippets. Because of this stretch you can even use thinner tippets than before because there are less sudden 
breakages. Nano mono like all other Vision tippet materials, come in colour coded, snap together & rotate spools. 

 

 EXTREME - monofilament TIPPET 
 

 

 Code Item Diameter Length Strength  

 

VET0 Extreme OX 0.28mm 50m 7.0kg  

VET1  Extreme 1X 0.26mm 50m  6.2kg  

VET2 Extreme 2X 0.23mm 50m  5.2kg  

VET3 Extreme 3X 0.21mm 50m  4.4kg  

VET4 Extreme 4X 0.18mm 50m  3.2kg  

VET5 Extreme 5X 0.16mm 50m  2.8kg  

VET6 Extreme 6X 0.14mm 50m  2.2kg  

VET7 Extreme 7X 0.12mm 50m  1.7kg  

VET31 Extreme 0.31 0.31mm 30m 8.2kg  

VET33 Extreme 0.33 0.33mm 30m  9.3kg  

VET37 Extreme 0.37 0.37mm 30m  12kg  

VET41 Extreme 0.41 0.41mm 30m  14.6kg  

VET44 Extreme 0.44 0.44mm 30m  17.2kg  

VET47 Extreme 0.47 0.47mm 30m  18.8kg  

VET52 Extreme 0.52 0.52mm 30m  22.4kg  

 
STORY: Extreme has been in our range basically always and why not, it is great tippet material. Very reliable and that’s what you 
want. It is ideal choice for heavier use when you want to use monofilaments because it has relatively low stretch and it is stiffer than 
the Nano Mono. Extreme like all other Vision tippet materials, come in colour coded, snap together & rotate spools. 
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  Nano loop  - braided loop family 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Code Item Strength  
VBL-S Nano Loop Small  6.8kg/15lb 
VBL-M Nano Loop Medium 11.4kg/25lb 
VBL-L Nano Loop Large 16kg/35lb 
VBL-XL Nano Loop XLarge 20.4kg/45lb 
 
STORY: Custom-made braided loop family out of our proven 
Vision Nano mono material. Four sizes to cover all possible 
line weights. Small in size, these loops go easily through the 
guides and enable long casts and will not get stuck when 
fighting that colossal fish of a lifetime.  
 
4 pcs / packet 
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 WireLINE - WIRE tippET 
 

   

 Code Item Length Strength  

 

VWL15 WireLine 15lb 6m 15lb  

VWL20 WireLine 20lb 6m 20lb  

VWL35 WireLine 35lb 6m 35lb  

 
STORY: This soft, plastic coated wire is designed for pike, barracuda and other 
type of toothy “friends”. It can be easily looped with a melted loop or tied with a 
normal clinch knot. The 6 meters spool is enough for several leaders. There are 
three different breaking strengths; 15, 20 and 35lb. 
  

 

 TIPPET RINGS 
 

    
   

 Code Item Strength  

  

VTR Tippet Rings, small 12kg 12kg  

VTRM Tippet Rings, big 20kg 20kg  

 
STORY: Vision tippet rings make leader making easier and faster. Tie the end of 
your leader onto one of these and then tie your tippet length to the ring. They are 
also great for tying droppers to leader or when you want to attach fluorocarbon to 
monofilament. They weigh almost nothing, so they do not affect turnover or the 
leaders floating/sinking properties. Our tippet rings are also available in bigger 
sizes with 20 kilo breaking strength. You may now enjoy these in salmon and pike 
fishing too. 10pcs/bag. 
 

 

 

 Fly swivel 
 

 Code Item Strength  

 
 

VFS Fly Swivel 30lb 30lb  
 
STORY: If you have ever fished for pike with fly you have definitely had thoughts 
how to connect your fly to the wire leader easily. This is the easy and secure 
option. Attach one of these at the end of your wire and you can change your fly 
quickly without having to cut the wire all the time. This is light enough so it doesn’t 
disturb your fly’s movement and the barrel at the end prevents most of the line 
twist which is often caused by these bird size pike flies. Package has 10 swivels. 
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        Chapter 10: WADERS
Vision marketing manager Mika Vainio enjoying a moment on Rio Grande with two great

Argentinian guides, Goma and Pollo.
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SYMBOLS AND TERMS 
 
F4™ and F3.5™ - Vision F-series fabrics 

 

Superior fabric technologies- F4™ and F3.5™. Vision F-series fabrics are a new generation of moisture 

permeable and waterproof fabrics that have innovative features using micro fibre technology and high-
density fabric weaving technology. Look at our hang tags and stickers on our garments. There have 

long been too many myths surrounding breathability. If you have tried several types of garments you 

know that the myth and the reality do not always match. All waders and wading jackets. 

 

 

 

Ultra technology  

These new-era waders have been made with ultrasonic welding technology, which joins fabrics without 

any stich holes. This enables extremely light waders with durable non-bulky seams (although they are 
naturally taped inside for extra strenght). Ultra family members: Kura and CDC waders. 

 

 

Double sealed seam  

In order to guarantee the waterproofness, we are double securing the seams in some our waders. It 

might be done with either taping the seam twice or with some other means, such as with ultrasonic 

welding plus a tape. Ikon, CDC and Kura waders. 
 

 

Multi-layer construction  

Widely used approach in wader designs. The lower part of the waders has more layers than the upper 

part. More layers provide better durability but at the same time loose some of breathability 
capabilities. Opas and Ikon waders. In the Ultra family the same effect has been achieved by making 

the lower part more durable by using more tightly woven fabrics. 

 

 

NoSeam™ - leg cut  

All our waders have our developed NoSeam™ leg cut that totally eliminates critical vertical seams 
inside the lower leg part. This cut also keeps most of the loose fabric outside the leg making 
these waders twice as hardwearing. All waders. 

 

 

Riri® Storm™  

Storm™ front zipper makes getting in and out of the wader much easier as well as being handy 
when nature calls! They are guaranteed to be waterproof and made in Switzerland by RIRI®. Ikon 
Zip, Opas Zip and Havu Zip waders. 

 

 

Riri® Aqua Zip®  

Aqua Zip® zipper is highly water resistant. Made in Switzerland by RIRI®. Opas jacket.  

YKK® Aquaseal®  

YKK® Aquaseal® zippers are fully watertight, water repellent and wind proof. They are smooth and 
flexible, still offering optimum protection thanks to the film-coated tape and the innovative zip 
element mechanism that seals the zipper completely.  Opas and CDC waders. 

 

 

YKK® Aquaguard®  

YKK® Aquaguard® zippers provide water resistant protection thanks to their PU-coating. These zippers 

slide easily and are widely used as the main zippers for jackets and pockets. As they are also highly 

wind proof they allow a technical and sleek looking finish on your garment without extra storm flaps. 

Opas, Ikon, Kura and Havu waders, Opas, Atom and Kura jackets. 

 

 

Slim fit/loose fit  

These two optional symbols indicate whether the garment is designed to be a slim or a loose fit. Slim 
being tighter and body hugging and loose spacious. Fleece products, wading jackets. 

 

 

Fabric info sticker  

The information tag. Tells you all the information you need about the used fabrics. Includes the 

following info: country of origin, fabric description, fiber content, dye/print method, coating/laminate 

description, breathability, waterproofness, yarn, density and weight. All waders and wading jackets 
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 opas ZIP  NEW opas 
 

 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES: 
 Full length waterproof 

RIRI Storm 10 zipper 
 Latest Japanese made 

F4 –fabric 
 Fully waterproof front 

pocket with YKK 
AquaZip zipper 
 New cut design 

minimizes seams in 
the crotch area 
 Thicker and more 

durable 5 layer fabric 
in the lower rear part 
and on the side of legs 
 One internal pocket 

with zipper 
 Curved NoSeam cut for 

perfect fit 
 Matching color belt 

and braces 
 D-loops 
 Built-in gravel guards 
 Drying loops 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
FEATURES: 
 Latest Japanese made F4 

–fabric 
 Thicker and more durable 

5 layer fabric in the lower 
rear part and on the side of 
legs 

 New cut design minimizes 
seams in the crotch area 

 A large pocket with two 
sections laminated inside 
with a water resistant YKK 
Aquaguard zipper in front 

 One internal pocket with 
zipper 

 Curved NoSeam cut for 
perfect fit 

 Matching color belt and 
braces 

 D-loops 
 Built-in gravel guards 
 Drying loops 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    

 

Code Item  RRP 
V9100-XS Opas ZIP  395 

V9100-S Opas ZIP  395 
V9100-M Opas ZIP  395 
V9100-L Opas ZIP  395 
V9100-XL Opas ZIP  395 
V9100-XXL Opas ZIP  395 
V9100-ML Opas ZIP Long  395 
V9100-LL Opas ZIP Long  395 
V9100-XLL Opas ZIP Long  395 
V9100-MK Opas ZIP King  395 
V9100-LK Opas ZIP King  395 
V9100-XLK Opas ZIP King  395 

 

STORY: Opas waders were developed mainly for hardcore 
anglers, who are putting in a lot of hours in tough conditions. 
Heavy duty material and fully waterproof front pocket made 
Opas waders popular among professional fly fishing guides 
and competition anglers worldwide.  For season 2014 we 
introduced Opas ZIP waders for the same group of anglers. 
Waterproof pocket is now vertical and we add a full length 
YKK AquaZip zipper.  In addition to that, OPAS Zip waders 
have a novel cut which eliminates the crotch seam 
completely. 
 
 

Code Item  RRP 

V9200-S Opas  299 

V9200-M Opas  299 

V9200-L Opas  299 

V9200-XL Opas  299 

V9200-XXL Opas  299 
 

STORY: Opas waders just got better. They are made using our 
latest Japanese made F4 - fabric™, improved seam technology and 
tens of years wader making knowhow. They include a novel cut 
which eliminates the seam from the crotch and increase thus the 
overall durability of the waders. A large inside laminated front 
pocket with a water resistant zipper provides plenty of room for 
essential gear. These waders have also all the other well thought 
out features like curved NoSeam cut, matching colour belt and 
braces, D – loops, built-in gravel guards, drying loops, etc… 
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 KURA NEW heavyHAVU 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES: 
 Ultrasonic welding for 

flat and durable seams 
 Lightweight, packs in a 

small space 
 Waterproof & 

breathable F3.5™ 
fabric 3 layer 
construction 
 Three water resistant 

front pockets with 
YKK®’s AquaGuard 
zippers. 
 Tool holder pocket in 

front 
 Inner mesh pocket  
 Matching colour 

stretchable wading belt 
with two belt loops 
 Adjustable, matching 

colour braces 
 Built in gravel guard 

with lace hooks 
 Built in drying loops 
 Neoprene feet with left 

and right side design 
 Curved NoSeam cut for 

perfect fit D-loops 
 
 

        
 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
FEATURES: 
 Thicker and more durable 

5 layer fabric in the lower 
rear part and on the side of 
legs 

 Waterproof and breathable 
F3.5 fabric 
 New cut design minimizes 

seams in the crotch area 
 A large pocket with two 

sections laminated inside 
with a water resistant YKK 
Aquaguard zipper in front 
 Curved NoSeamTM cut for 

perfect fit 
 Matching color belt and 

braces 
 D-loops 
 Built-in gravel guards 
 Drying loops 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
 

 

Code Item  RRP 

V8900-XS Kura  279 
V8900-S Kura  279 
V8900-M Kura  279 
V8900-L Kura  279 
V8900-XL Kura  279 
V8900-XXL Kura  279 
    
V8900-ML Kura Long  279 
V8900-LL Kura Long  279 
V8900-XLL Kura Long  279 
    
V8900-MK Kura King  279 
V8900-LK Kura King  279 
V8900-XLK Kura King  279 

 
STORY: The first member of the new ULTRA waders family. 
These new-era waders have been done with ultrasonic welding 
technology, which joins fabrics without any stich holes. This 
enables extremely light waders with durable non-bulky seams 
(although they are naturally taped inside just to make sure).  

Code Item  RRP 

V8802-S Heavy Havu  229 

V8802-M Heavy Havu  229 

V8802-L Heavy Havu  229 

V8802-XL Heavy Havu  229 

V8802-XXL Heavy Havu  229 
 

STORY: Lightweight and well breathing Havu waders have now a 
sturdy, Heavy option. These Heavy Havu waders have thick and 
heavy 5 – layer fabric on the inside and bottom area to give you 
the ultimate wear resistance (in case you like to slide downhill on 
your bottom or wade around volcanoes…) and same well 
breathing  and lightweight 4 – layer fabric elsewhere. Other 
features are the same as on the Havu waders. 
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 HAVU HAVU ZIP
 

 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES: 
 Waterproof and 

breathable F3.5 fabric 
 New cut design 

minimizes seams in 
the crotch area 
 A large pocket with two 

sections laminated 
inside with a water 
resistant YKK 
Aquaguard zipper in 
front 
 Curved NoSeamTM cut 

for perfect fit 
 Matching color belt 

and braces 
 D-loops 
 Built-in gravel guards 
 Drying loops 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
FEATURES: 
 Waterproof and 

breathable F3.5 fabric 
 New cut design 

minimizes seams in 
the crotch area 
 Waterproof full length 

RIRI Storm 10 zipper 
 Two internal pockets 

with YKK zippers 
 Curved NoSeam cut for 

perfect fit 
 Matching color belt 

and braces 
 D-loops 
 Built-in gravel guards 
 Drying loops 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

    

 

 

Code Item  RRP 

V8800-XS Havu  199 
V8800-S Havu  199 

V8800-M Havu  199 

V8800-L Havu  199 

V8800-XL Havu  199 

V8800-XXL Havu  199 

V8800-ML Havu Long  199 

V8800-LL Havu Long  199 

V8800-XLL Havu Long  199 

V8800-MK Havu King  199 

V8800-LK Havu King  199 

V8800-XLK Havu King  199 
 

 

STORY: Havu waders offer superb dark olive green alternative 
for our famous Ikon waders. Made from new extra comfortable 
waterproof and breathable F3.5 fabric they include a novel cut 
which eliminates the seam from the crotch and increase thus 
the overall durability of the waders. A large inside laminated 
front pocket with a water resistant zipper provides plenty of 
room for essential gear. Incorporates all the normal Vision 
waders goodies such as matching color belt and braces, built-
in gravel guards, drying loops etc.  

 

Code Item  RRP 

V8801-XS Havu Zip  299 
V8801-S Havu Zip  299 

V8801-M Havu Zip  299 

V8801-L Havu Zip  299 

V8801-XL Havu Zip  299 

V8801-XXL Havu Zip  299 

V8801-ML Havu Zip Long  299 

V8801-LL Havu Zip Long  299 

V8801-XLL Havu Zip Long  299 

V8801-MK Havu Zip King  299 

V8801-LK Havu Zip King  299 

V8801-XLK Havu Zip King  299 
 

 

STORY: Havu Zip waders offer superb dark olive green 
alternative for our famous Ikon Zip waders. Made from new extra 
comfortable waterproof and breathable F3.5 fabric they include 
a novel cut which eliminates the seam from the crotch and 
increase thus the overall durability of the waders. Waterproof full 
length RIRI zipper makes them easy to use.  Inside two pockets 
with zippers provide safe storage. Incorporates all the normal 
Vision waders goodies such as matching color belt and braces, 
built-in gravel guards, drying loops etc 
 
.  
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 IKON IKON ZIP
 

 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES: 
 Waterproof & breathable 

F3.5™ fabric 
 3 layer upper, 6 layer 

bottom 
 Matching colour 

stretchable wading belt 
with two belt loops 
 Adjustable, matching 

colour braces 
 Built in gravel guard with 

lace hooks  
 Inner pocket 
 Water resistant front 

pocket 
 Built in drying loops 
 High back design  
 Neoprene feet w left and 

right side design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

       
 

 
 
 
 
 
FEATURES: 
 Waterproof & breathable 

F3.5™ fabric 
 3 layer upper, 6 layer 

bottom 
 Waterproof Riri Storm 10 

zipper 
 Matching colour 

stretchable wading belt 
with two belt loops 
 Adjustable, matching 

colour braces 
 Built in gravel guard with 

lace hooks 
 Inner pocket 
 Water resistant front 

pocket 
 Built in drying loops 
 High back design 
 Neoprene feet w left and 

right side design  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    

 

 

 

Code Item  RRP 

V3590-XS Ikon  215 
V3590-S Ikon   215 

V3590-M Ikon   215 

V3590-L Ikon   215 

V3590-XL Ikon   215 

V3590-XXL Ikon   215 

V3590-MS Ikon short  215 

V3590-LS Ikon short   215 

V3590-XLS Ikon short   215 

V3590-ML Ikon long  215 

V3590-LL Ikon long  215 

V3590-SXS Ikon Small Sock, 36-39  215 

V3590-SS Ikon Small Sock, 36-39  215 

V3590-SM Ikon Small Sock, 36-39  215 
 

 

 
STORY: They were developed based on our legendary 
Extreme waders and have improved on all the attributes a 
wader can have. The 3/6 layer construction in F3.5 fabric offers 
you the most durability and comfort while wading. Stretchable 
belt, water resistant front pocket, built-in drying loops and 
specially designed feet and back take these waders to a new 
level of technology. Pick your favourite from standard, short, 
long or small socks models. 

 

Code Item  RRP 

V1000-XS Ikon Zip  315 
V1000-S Ikon Zip  315 

V1000-M Ikon Zip  315 

V1000-L Ikon Zip  315 

V1000-XL Ikon Zip  315 

V1000-XXL Ikon Zip  315 

V1100-ML Ikon Zip Long  315 

V1100-LL Ikon Zip Long  315 

V1100-XLL Ikon Zip Long  315 

V1200-MK Ikon Zip King  315 

V1200-LK Ikon Zip King  315 

V1200-XLK Ikon Zip King  315 
V1400-LS Ikon Zip Short  315 
V1400-LS Ikon Zip Short  315 
V1400-XLS Ikon Zip Short  315 

 

 

STORY: They were developed based on our legendary Extreme 
Zip waders and have been improved on all the attributes a wader 
can have including the proven Waterproof Riri Storm 10 zipper. 
The 3/6 layer construction in F3.5 fabric offers you the most 
durability and comfort while wading. Stretchable belt, water 
resistant front pocket, built-in drying loops and specially 
designed feet and back take these waders to a new level of 
technology. Pick your favourite from standard, long, king or short 
models. 
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 IKON guiding SUBZERO
 

 
 

FEATURES: 
 Waterproof & 

breathable F3.5™ 
fabric 
 Adjustable, matching 

colour braces 
 Built in gravel guard 

with lace hooks 
 Two outside pockets 
 Neoprene feet w left 

and right side design 
 Belt loops 
 

       

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FEATURES: 
 5 mm neoprene 
 All seams triple sewn 

and taped 
 Broad neoprene 

shoulder straps 
 

 

Code Item  RRP 

V4501-XS Ikon Guiding  215 
V4501-S Ikon Guiding   215 

V4501-M Ikon Guiding   215 

V4501-L Ikon Guiding   215 

V4501-XL Ikon Guiding   215 

V4501-XXL Ikon Guiding   215 
 

 

STORY: Forget the braces and enjoy the feel of freedom. For 
topless waders who are searching for the perfect tan or who 
just do not wade that deep. 

 

Code Item RRP 
V3200-S Subzero 5mm 169 
V3200-M Subzero 5mm 169 
V3200-L Subzero 5mm 169 
V3200-XL Subzero 5mm 169 
V3200-XXL Subzero 5mm 169 

 
STORY: Subzero waders are designed for maximum warmth. 
They are manufactured from hardwearing, high quality 5mm. 
neoprene rubber that is very supple, lightweight and flexible. In 
addition it does not become hard and uncomfortable with time. 
All seams are triple sewn and taped for extra durability. The 
broad neoprene shoulder straps distribute weight equally and 
comfortably.. 

 

 IKON hipwader
 

 

 
FEATURES: 
 Waterproof & breathable F3.5™ fabric 
 Built in gravel guard with lace hooks 
 

Code Item RRP 

V3509-S Ikon Hipwader 139 

V3509-M Ikon Hipwader 139 

V3509-L Ikon Hipwader 139 

V3509-XL Ikon Hipwader 139 

V3509-XXL Ikon Hipwader 139 
 

    
 
STORY: The only choice to avoid sweat and foam in certain places. Use them as chaps and pick up 
some curious looks. Also perfect for trekking when small packages are best.  
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ULTRA FAMILY -welded seams

 
 

 

Figure: The difference between the welded 
seam (top) and the traditional stitched seam 
(bottom) is considerable. Furthermore, the 
welded seam is inherently waterproof unlike the 
normal seam. 

BACKGROUND - The ultrasonic welding process is versatile: you can seam, 
cut, slit, trim, tack, emboss, or cut and seal simultaneously. The process is 
efficient: no needles, threads, or other consumables. It has been applied 
extensively to outdoor garments including top-of-the-line jackets and trousers 
in skiing and mountain climbing. Ultrasonic welding has produced strong, 
waterproof, well abrasion lasting flat seams with no stitch holes. Now this 
proven technology has been applied to new generation Vision waders. 
SECURE & FLAT SEAMS - The main differences between traditional and 
ultrasonic seamed waders, from the usability point of view, are the flat seams. 
There is actually no noticeable difference between the plain fabrics and the 
seam. Only the additional waterproof inside tape will create a small increase to 
the thickness. In numbers, we can state that the ultrasonic welding technology 
produces at least 67% thinner seams when compared to normal bulky ones.  
DURABILITY WHERE IT MATTERS - Vision has been actively testing 
ultrasonic welding for various garments and models during the last three years. 
In order to reach our main objectives in terms of usability, we dropped the 
normal multilayer construction approach. However, in order to make sure that 
the lower part of the wader, which is constantly exposed to higher level of 
abrasion and frequently in contact with sharp rock edges and similar, would live 
a long and happy life, we use a special woven technique for the lower part 
fabrics. It makes the fabric denser and thus stronger and more resistant to 
outside wears and punctures. 

 

HOW TO CHOOSE THE CORRECT SIZE FOR YOUR WADERS
 
It is important to have the right size of waders to get 
their maximum performance. For example, if your 
waders are too small it will stress the seams too much 
and create a great risk of leakage. The first step in 
choosing is to find out your type of waders. We have 
grouped them for Standard, King, Long and Short 
sizes. If you are of average build, start with Standard 
sizes. For slimmer and taller builds try Long and for 
heavier builds use King sizes. 

 

MODEL STANDARD LONG KING SHORT 
SIZE XS S M L XL XXL ML LL XLL MK LK XLK MS LS XLS 
1.Chest 107 112 117 127 132 140 117 127 132 132 140 147 117 127 132 
2.Waist 104 109 114 124 130 137 114 124 130 127 134 142 114 124 130 
3.Inseam 81 86 89 93 94 97 95 98 100 89 93 95 86 89 93 
4.Outseam 135 141 145 150 154 159 152 157 163 145 150 155 142 146 151 
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        Chapter 11: WADING BOOTS
On top of the food chain. Mako wading boots with Gummi rubber sole and tungsten studs.
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 LOIKKA 

 

 
FEATURES: 
 Lightweight but solid 
 Made out of synthetic material for  

minimal water absorption 
 Optimized seam placement 
 Comfortable neoprene lining in the  

ankle part 
 Proper protection for the toe and heel 

areas 
 Durable nylon shoe laces  
 Available in addition to full felt soles with 

novel Gummi rubber soles and low profile 
tungsten studs and with plain Gummi 
soles. 

 

 
 

Code Item Size  RRP 

V3110 Loikka with felt sole  #6 - #13  139 

V3111 Loikka Gummi rubber sole & tungsten studs  #6 - #14  179 

V3112 Loikka Gummi rubber sole  #6 - #14  139 
 

STORY: In 2013 we presented novel wading boots called Loikka. They include all the experience which we have gained during 
these past years. They are the final outcome of 15 years of evolution – they are our dream wading boots. The foundation of these 
fully synthetic boots lies on the highly popular Mako boots, but it includes several essential improvements. The front part of the 
boot is now well protected by a special “rubber shield“. The number and positioning of always vulnerable seams is optimized. The 
ankle part gives a proper support and is lined with comfortable neoprene. Its design is based on our ultra-comfortable Hopper 
wading boots. This means that the boot is extremely easy to put on and take off. Shoe laces go through nylon loops on the lower 
part and reduce thus the number of metallic staples, which can in worst case wear the laces and rust when used in saltwater 
conditions. Loops enable fast and easy tightening of laces with less energy.  
 

 
 

 
 

However, having stated all the above, the biggest improvement of them all, can be found from the sole part 
of these boots. After a long period of development and testing, we are proud to present our new rubber sole, 
called GUMMI. This material is clearly softer and stickier than for example widely used Vibram. As a result we 
have now a material, which is providing a unique level of traction. To make sure that the sole stays glued to 
the bottom of the boot, we extended the sole to cover the front part of the shoe giving thus good protecting 
for toes. This way we can prevent the way too common phenomena, where something sharp goes between 
the sole and the boot and eventually makes the sole come away. The final touch in our pursuit for superior 
traction is achieved by including well tested and proven low profile tungsten studs to the sole. Loikka wading 
boots are naturally also available with full felt sole, if you like that option more. These boots are meant to be 
used in the hardest imaginable conditions. You just can’t abuse them. Go and give your best shot. 

 
 

Gummi rubber sole & tungsten studs Gummi rubber sole Felt sole 
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 MAKO  

 

 

 

 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V3103 Mako with felt sole #8 - #14  119 
V3104 Mako with Gummi rubber sole & tungsten studs #7 - #14  159 

FEATURES: 

 Lightweight 
 Made out of strong synthetic – material 
 Minimal amount of seams for longer life 
 Comfortable neoprene lining 
 Metal lace loops 
 Available with felt sole or with Gummi rubber sole & tungsten studs 

 

  

STORY: Highly popular Vision Mako wading boots 
have got a proper facelift and look even sharper 
than before. Add the revolutionary new super 
sticky Vision Gummi rubber sole with low-profile 
tungsten studs and you’ll have a true winner over 
all the other high end wading boots. Mako features 
a synthetic upper for abrasion resistance, stability, 
light weight and minimal water retention. An EVA 
midsole with a plastic support enhances its rigidity. 
Hard toe and heel caps give additional support 
when wading in extremely tough conditions. A 
comfortable neoprene gusseted tongue and ankle 
keeps the grit and debris out. Mako is designed 
with a minimal amount of seams for longer life. 
Mako is now available also with Vision's new 
Gummi rubber sole with low profile tungsten 
studs. 
 
 

 HOPPER 
 

FEATURES: 
 Very light hiking shoes type 
 Strong nylon with re-enforced rubber bumper 
 Easy to put on 
 Nylon lace loops  
 Neoprene cushioning for comfort and support 
 Available with full felt  

Code Item Size RRP 
V2080 Hopper with felt sole  #6 - #14 99 

STORY: Hopper wading boots are very light in weight and remind you more 
of the hiking shoes. They are made out of strong nylon material and re-
enforced with rubber bumper. The shoe opens up wide so it is very easy to 
put on and the nylon lace loops hold the laces while you tighten them up. 
High design with neoprene cushioning maximizes the comfort and support. 
Hoppers are available with full felt. 
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      Chapter 12:WADING ACCESSORIES
Our Swedish dynamic duo, Niklaus and Daniel, enjoying their break. 
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SUBZERO SOCKS 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V2071 Subzero sock 35-38  29 
V2072 Subzero sock 39-42    29
V2073 Subzero sock 43-46    29 

 

STORY: These knee high extra thick socks keep you warm 
for sure. You can also use them in warmer weather thanks 
to the Merino wool’s excellent breathability and moisture 
permeability. Technical weaving provides a better fit while 
wading. Subzero has a strong Polyamide outer surface for 
hard usage 
 

.   

 

 Support belt 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1010-S Support belt 28/34’’  38 
V1010-M/L Support belt 34/40’’   38 
V1010-XL Support belt 40/50’’   38 
V1010-XXL Support belt 46/60’’   38 

 

STORY: Easily adjustable well padded support belt is fitted 
with two D-rings. It gives you ample support to make your 
fishing day even more enjoyable. Four sizes to cover 
everybody. 
 
 

 

 FELT SOLE 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1100 Felt sole  16 

 

STORY: Thick felt soles are made from tight fibre 100% 
polyester felt. 
 
 

 

 Wader belt 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1301 Wader belt  16 

 

STORY: A must for safety! This durable elastic belt flexes 
when you move. The quick-release YKK -buckle made of 
sturdy Delrin® has no projections to catch your line. 
 
 

 

 GRAVEL GUARD 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1300 Gravel guard  19 

 

STORY: The neoprene gravel guards will fit over any boot 
and stay put. The neoprene is nylon faced on the inside, and 
the outside is a brushed, loop fabric making the Velcro 
closure system infinitely adjustable. They are designed 
individually for left and right foot. They can also be hooked 
securely to your wading shoes to avoid riding up. 
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AIRPRENE AND 

NEOPRENE SOCKS 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1304-M Airprene fleece sock #M  19 
V1304-L  Airprene fleece sock #L    19 
V1304-XL Airprene fleece sock #XL    19
V1304-XXL Airprene fleece sock #XXL    19

 

STORY: These socks are made of Airprene, which has 
holes in it to allow moisture to escape. Fleece lining 
keeps your feet warm. Use these inside your waders or 
shoes and stay warm in the coldest conditions. 
 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1302-M Neoprene cover sock #M  17 
V1302-L  Neoprene cover sock #L    17 
V1302-XL Neoprene cover sock #XL    17
V1302-XXL Neoprene cover sock #XXL    17

 

STORY: These socks have the same double-seamed design 
as on our Stockingfoot waders making them fit well without 
a bulky feel. They are designed to be worn wet wading or 
over stocking foot waders for extra support and protection. 
The advanced cut makes them easy to pull on and off. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 Wading staffs 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V9909 Wading staff  59 
V9910 Photo wading staff   79 

 

STORY: The seven section wading staff made of strong 
aluminium is reliable. It straightens out automatically when 
removed from its holder. It has an ergonomically shaped 
EVA-handle and double elastic strap for a good grip wet 
and dry. This handle is also much more durable than 
traditional cork handles. Total length as open 59” and 
closed 10”. Now, also available with a handle including an 
integrated camera mount. So, no need to buy extra 
monopod anymore... 
 
 

 

 SHOE LACES 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1305 Shoe laces  5 

 

STORY: Sometimes a sharp rock will cut your lace into 
pieces or you’ll realize while tightening old laces that you 
should have saved that extra energy to gym. No problemos. 
Extra pair of shoe laces is always a good companion on your 
fishing trips, near or far. 
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        Chapter 13: TROUSERS.JACKETS
With proper clothing, weather is just a state of mind.
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BIB & BRACE 

TROUSERS 

 
 
NEW

BIB & BRACE 

DENIM  
  

Code Item Size RRP
V3993-XS BIB&BRACE trousers black #XS 119 

V3993-S BIB&BRACE trousers black #S 119 

V3993-M  BIB&BRACE trousers black  #M 119 

V3993-L  BIB&BRACE trousers black  #L 119 

V3993-XL  BIB&BRACE trousers black  #XL 119 

V3993-XXL  BIB&BRACE trousers black  #XXL 119 

V3993-XXXL BIB&BRACE trousers black  #XXXL 119 

 
STORY: No matter if you’re standing by the reservoir or in a 
boat on Baltic coast, these waterproof and breathable trousers 
will keep you dry. They have looser cut so you can adjust the 
warmth with layers, making these good all year round fishing 
trousers. High back and front keep you covered even with the 
shortest wading jackets. All adjustments and pockets are made 
so that they won’t catch your flyline. The knee and seat area 
has insulation so even if you’re sitting or kneeling to land your 
fish you won’t get cold. The seat area is also re-enforced with 
Cordura nylon. 
 
 

Code Item Size RRP
VLEE-S Denim BIB&BRACE trousers  #S 229 

VLEE-M Denim BIB&BRACE trousers  #M 229

VLEE-L Denim BIB&BRACE trousers  #L 229

VLEE-XL Denim BIB&BRACE trousers  #XL 229

VLEE-XXL Denim BIB&BRACE trousers  #XXL 229

 
STORY: Are you bored to look boring when you go fishing? Get 
yourself into these and nobody knows that you’re wearing a very 
high quality fishing trousers. With denim looking surface fabric 
these trousers look just like any normal jeans so you can quickly 
move to the after fishing activities. They have a side pocket on 
right thigh and big fleece lined hand warmer pockets on chest. 
Trouser legs have zippers so you can easily get into and they 
accommodate also higher hiking / wellington boots easily. The 3 
– layer fabric is fully waterproof and breathable. Adjustable 
braces & belt allow you to adjust them to fit perfectly. The overall 
cut is more like in normal clothing but it still allows you to wear 
warm layers underneath. 
 

 
High back and front give 
you proper protection 
against wind and cold. 
Zippers on two layers 
and a Velcro will make 
the front side extremely 
water resistant. 
 

 
The seat area is re-
enforced with Cordura 
nylon. 
 

Pant leg has a zipper  
and two Velcros to 
enable easy use of for 
example rubber boots. 

 

FEATURES: 
 YKK AquaGuard® 

Vislon® highly water 
resistant main zipper. 

 Lower leg has a 
zipper & Velcros to 
enable easy use of 
high boots. 

 Comfortable fleece 
lined hand warmer 
pockets on front 
chest. 

 Thigh pocket with 
Velcro closure. 

 Breathable & 
waterproof 3 – layer 
fabric. 

 Hidden accessory 
loops by the braces. 
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  OPAS 3P jacket 
 

FEATURES: 
 Novel innovative front pocket system for various carry systems 

 Technical jacket with slightly slimmer fit 

 Waterproof & breathable F4 fabric 

 Riri’s Aqua Zip main zipper 
 YKK zippers on pockets 

 Strongly curved sleeves 

 D ring in the back for hanging a net 

 Fleece lined high collar for wind protection 

  
 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V7391-S OPAS 3P Yellow #S  249 

V7391-M  OPAS 3P Yellow  #M   249

V7391-L  OPAS 3P Yellow  #L   249

V7391-XL  OPAS 3P Yellow  #XL   249

V7391-XXL  OPAS 3P Yellow  #XXL   249
 

STORY: Light shell type orange jacket made from excellent 
waterproof & breathable F4 fabric is stripped from everything 
else other than essential features. This technical jacket with 
slightly slimmer cut includes a novel pocket design which 
enables the use of different types of carry systems - two front 
pockets are both equipped with dual vertical zippers on both 
sides of the pocket. Main zipper is highly water resistant RIRI’s 
Aqua Zip and the jacket includes standard Vision wading jacket 
features, such as strongly curved sleeves and fleece lined high 
collar. 
 

 OPAS jacket
 

FEATURES: 

 Technical jacket with slightly slimmer fit 

 Waterproof & breathable F4 fabric 

 Riri’s Aqua Zip main zipper 
 YKK’s AquaGuard zippers on pockets 

 Strongly curved sleeves 

 6 pockets, including a big back pocket 

 Fleece lined high collar for wind protection 

 Available also in KING sizes 
 

       

 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V7390-S OPAS Yellow #S  259 

V7390-M  OPAS Yellow  #M   259

V7390-L  OPAS Yellow  #L   259

V7390-XL  OPAS Yellow  #XL   259

V7390-XXL  OPAS Yellow  #XXL   259

V7390-XLK OPAS Yellow, KING #XLK   259

V7390-XXLK OPAS Yellow, KING #XXLK   259
 

 

STORY: This technical jacket is made with the best materials and 
components available. It features Riri®’s highly water resistant 
Aqua Zip® main zipper and YKK®’s AquaGuard® zippers on 
pockets. The cut is a bit longer and slimmer fit type with strongly 
curved sleeves. 6 pockets, including a big cargo pocket on back, 
give you a lot of space for your boxes and accessories. The fleece 
lined high collar protects your neck from nasty winds even when 
the hood is down. Available in king sizes too. 
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  Sade jacket 

 
FEATURES: 

 Two colors: camo and brown 
 Waterproof & breathable F3.5 fabric 
 YKK Aquaguard zippers 
 Strongly curved sleeves 
 4 large front pockets with vertical water resistant zippers 
 Fleece lined high collar for wind protection 
 Two cuts: regular and slim fit 

   
Code Item Size  RRP 
V6410-M Sade, camo #M  229 

V6410-L Sade, camo #L  229 

V6410-XL Sade, camo #XL  229 

V6410-XXL Sade, camo #XXL  229 

V6410-XXXL Sade, camo #XXXL  229 

V6420-S Sade, camo, SLIM #S  229 

V6420-M Sade, camo, SLIM #M  229 

V6420-L Sade, camo, SLIM #L  229 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V6430-S Sade, brown #S  229 

V6430-M Sade, brown #M  229 

V6430-L Sade, brown #L  229 

V6430-XL Sade, brown #XL  229 

V6430-XXL Sade, brown #XXL  229 

V6430-XXXL Sade, brown #XXXL  229 

V6440-S Sade, brown, SLIM #S  229 

V6440-M Sade, brown, SLIM #M  229 

V6440-L Sade, brown, SLIM #L  229 
 

 
STORY: Full-blooded wading jacket with two different colors and 
with normal and slim cut. Green camo color is the first option for 
stealth jobs whereas reddish brown option is just cool looking in 
every condition. Sade is made out of waterproof and breathable 
F3.5 fabric with YKK Aquaguard main zipper. It has four large 
front pockets with vertical water resistant zippers.  The jacket has 
standard Vision wading jacket features such as strongly curved 
sleeves and fleece lined high collar. 
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 KURA jacket

 

 

FEATURES: 
 One exterior napoleon pocket with a zipper 
 Waterproof & breathable F3.5 fabric 
 3 – layer construction for high breathability & quick drying 
 Water resistant YKK® Aqua Guard® – zippers /YKK® zippers 
 2 roomy barrel pockets + 2 small zipper pockets on top 
 Fleece lined hand warmer pockets 
 3 – way adjustable hood 
 High collar with fleece lining 
 2 nylon loops for forceps 
 Adjustable wrist cuffs 

 

   
 

 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V6330-S Kura, light brown #S  198 

V6330-M  Kura, light brown  #M  198 

V6330-L  Kura, light brown  #L  198 

V6330-XL  Kura, light brown  #XL  198 

V6330-XXL  Kura, light brown  #XXL  198 

V6330-XLK  Kura, light brown, KING  #XLK  198 

V6330-XXLK  Kura, light brown, KING  #XXLK  198 
 

 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V6320-S Kura, dill green #S  198 

V6320-M  Kura, dill green  #M  198 

V6320-L  Kura, dill green  #L  198 

V6320-XL  Kura, dill green  #XL  198 

V6320-XXL  Kura, dill green  #XXL  198 

V6320-XLK  Kura, dill green, KING #XLK  198 

V6320-XXLK  Kura, dill green, KING #XXLK  198 
 
 
 
 
 

 
STORY: Kura jacket is a slim fit three-layer jacket, made from F3.5 
fabric. It has a roomy barrel pocket on each side and soft hand warming 
pockets. It doesn’t have internal lining preventing breathability or 
making it slower to dry. Jacket has one exterior napoleon pocket with a 
zipper. Its main zipper is made by YKK®, which combined with dual 
storm flaps will provide excellent water and wind protection also in the 
zipper area. Small pockets on top of the barrel pockets are equipped 
with YKK® Aquaguard zippers. It has Velcro adjustable cuffs and 
adjustable helm to keep the cold air out. 3-way adjustable hood keeps 
your head dry and protects from rogue flies… 
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 VECTOR jacket
 
 

FEATURES: 
 Waterproof & breathable F3.5 fabric 
 3 – layer construction 
 High quality YKK® zipper 
 2 roomy barrel pockets 
 1 chest pocket 
 Adjustable hood 
 Hand warmer pockets 
 4 loops for accessories 

 

  
 

 

Code Item Size  RRP

V3778-S Vector, olive green #S  139 

V3778-M  Vector, olive green  #M  139 

V3778-L  Vector, olive green  #L  139 

V3778-XL  Vector, olive green  #XL  139 

V3778-XXL  Vector, olive green  #XXL  139 

V3778-XXXL Vector, olive green  #XXXL  139 

 
STORY: The Vector jacket is a three-layer jacket, made from F3.5 
fabric, and it doesn’t have a mesh lining, so you will dry this jacket 
quickly even if you waded a bit too deep. It has roomy barrel 
pockets on each side and soft hand warming pockets. You have 
never seen this kind of layer jacket at this price level before! 

 
 
 

 ATOM jacket
 

 

FEATURES: 

 Waterproof and breathable F3- fabric 

 Packs into very small space 
 2.5 – layer construction for high breathability and quick drying 

 Water resistant YKK® Aqua Guard® –zippers 

 3-way adjustable hood 

 Adjustable wrist cuffs 
 One flat chest pocket 

 

    

 

 

Code Item Size  RRP
V3750-S Atom, black #S  99 

V3750-M  Atom, black  #M  99 

V3750-L  Atom, black  #L  99 

V3750-XL  Atom, black  #XL  99 

V3750-XXL  Atom, black  #XXL  99 

V3750-XXXL Atom, black  #XXXL  99 
 

 

STORY: Bad weather can surprise you even in summer. Get ready 
for it and have Atom in your back pack’s pocket. This 2,5 layer 
jacket packs into very small space and it weighs only a fraction 
over 300grams. It is of course breathable and waterproof and has 
YKK®’s water resistant zippers. Simple design with only a chest 
pocket is ideal for those who wear chest packs. 
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        Chapter 14: VEST.BAGS.TUBES
Vision product manager Antti Guttorm with a cracking brownie from River Varzina, Russia.
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+ MEGA BRA
 

FEATURES: 
 New colors  
 Strong Ripstop material 
 Six zippered front pockets 
 Two zippered pockets inside and one on the rear 
 Five mesh pockets 
 Mesh lining for comfort 
 Large expandable rear pocket 
 4x D-rings in front and D-ring for landing net on 

back 
 One YKK buckle and a zipper for closing 
 Two integrated zingers 
 

 

 

Code Item RRP 
V3575M Mega Bra, military green 119 
V3575G Mega Bra, olive green 119 

 

 
 

 

STORY:  The big sister of the family got a new 
outlook. Suitable for all of us who appreciate 
volume, beauty and functionality. A cross-breed 
between a fly fishing vest, a chest pack and a small 
day pack. Mega Bra has six zipper pockets in front, 
two inside and one in the back. Additionally, it has 
five mesh pockets and one large expandable rear 
pocket roomy enough for example for your shell 
jacket and lunch. Mega Bra has two integrated 
zingers and five D-rings (one for attaching your 
landing net). It is easily adjustable for every size and 
a short front YKK zipper and a buckle secure it when 
needed. The inside material of the vest is a strong 
mesh enabling proper ventilation. This multi-
purpose combo is easy to put on and extra padding 
in the back makes it comfortable to wear during long 
fishing days. 
  

 

 

+ MYCKET BRA
 

FEATURES: 

 New colors 
 Strong Ripstop material 
 Two large zippered front pockets 
 3x Tippet pockets in front 
 Large zippered mesh pocket in front 
 4X Pockets for pin on reels 
 Large zippered rear pocket 
 D-ring for landing net on back 
 YKK buckles and zippers 
 2x D-rings in front  
 Front and back parts can be easily separated 

(clips) 
 The front can be used individually or attached  

to a back pack 
 Includes separate, adjustable, padded neck  

strap with D – loop 
 Includes separate, adjustable, waist strap 

 

 

 

Code Item RRP 

V3577M Mycket Bra, military green 79 
 

 

 

STORY: Mycket Bra got a new outlook! This old 
favorite is very versatile. You can use the front 
individually with provided neck and waist straps or 
you can easily attach it to our Aqua Day Pack or 
almost any other back pack. 
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   + MINI BRA
 
 

Code Item RRP 
V3578M Mini Bra, military green 49 

 

 
 

STORY: Made out of new stronger Ripstop material. Small in size, 
but big enough for the day’s flies and accessories. We gave it new 
colors and better materials. The main compartment takes one big fly 
box and the smaller compartment accommodates a small box or 
plenty of tippets, leaders and other accessories. The front mesh 
pocket is handy for items, which have to be easily reachable. Neck 
and back straps can be removed if you prefer to hang it on your Aqua 
Day pack’s or wader’s D – rings. The Mini Bra can also be used on a 
wading belt. The neck padding has useful D – ring to hang the net. 
 

   + LOVE HANDLES
 

FEATURES: 

 New colors 
 Strong Ripstop material 
 Two large zippered front 

pockets 
 Large zippered mesh pocket 

in front 

 
 Two built in retractors 
 YKK buckles and zippers 
 Two plastic clips in front 
 Two bottle mesh bags and two 

plier pockets 
 D-ring for landing net on neck 

cord 
 

 

Code Item RRP 
V3579M Love Handles, military green 69 

 

 
 

STORY: This practically designed bag got a new outlook. It is not only 
a traditional belt bag but you can also use it at chest height as it has 
an adjustable neck cord. There are two plastic clips that can be used 
to attach the bag onto our waders’ D-loops or to the front of our Aqua 
Day Pack. This bag is wide enough on the sides to give you support 
with a heavier load and keep it steady. There's a D-ring in the neck 
cord to attach your landing net. 
 

 CARIBOU VEST
 

FEATURES: 

 Comfortable rib knit collar 
 Mesh lining for comfort 
 Four large zippered front pockets  
 Six pockets with Velcro closure on front built in  

pin on reels 
 Large zippered rear pocket 
 D-ring for landing net on back 

 
 

  
 
STORY: The Caribou vest has plenty of pockets, all well positioned 
and equipped with heavy-duty high quality zippers or Velcro. The 
nylon outer layer is durable and highly water-resistant. The 
shoulders have an extra layer made of a porous flexible material 
that distributes the weight perfectly. 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V3366-XS Caribou vest, khaki #XS  89 
V3366-S Caribou vest, khaki #S  89 

V3366-M  Caribou vest, khaki  #M   89

V3366-L  Caribou vest, khaki  #L   89

V3366-XL  Caribou vest, khaki  #XL   89

V3366-XXL  Caribou vest, khaki  #XXL   89
 

 

Code Item Size  RRP 
V3367-XS Caribou vest, green #XS  89 
V3367-S Caribou vest, green #S  89 

V3367-M  Caribou vest, green  #M   89

V3367-L  Caribou vest, green  #L   89

V3367-XL  Caribou vest, green  #XL   89

V3367-XXL  Caribou vest, green  #XXL   89
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  AQUA GEAR BAG
 

Code Item  RRP 
V5311 Aqua Gear Bag  39 

 

STORY: A small multi-purpose bag which can be used for carrying a camera, small fly boxes or any other smaller accessories.  For 
camera use there’s a protective, removable neoprene lining. The flat outside pocket takes easily couple of extra leaders or a tippet 
spool. With the belt loop this is easily added to your normal wading belt or even as an extra to our Aqua- or Love Handles. This bag is 
waterproof IF AND ONLY IF closed well and securely.   
 

Measures 11,5cm x 7,5cm x 15cm 

 

  AQUA HANDLES
 

Code Item  RRP 
V5310 Aqua Handles  59 

 

STORY: A great all-round bag for active fisherman. Enables you to have the most needed fly boxes, tippet spools, line clippers etc. 
around your waist for quick use. The  adjustable waist belt has small pockets which have in built bottle / accessory pockets which you 
can pull out only when needed, keeping the bag sleek and simple otherwise.  The smaller water resistant outside pocket keeps your 
tippet spools and leaders easily available. This bag is waterproof IF AND ONLY IF closed well and securely.  
 

Measures 29cm x 12cm x 18cm. 
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NEW Aqua sling
 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V5312 Aqua sling  110 

 

 
 

STORY: Aqua Sling gives you freedom to fish. It is totally 
out of your way until you need it and then with just one 
quick move you have full access to two compartment bag. 
Both compartments have inside pocket leafs with zipper 
pockets for smaller items. Main compartments are big 
enough for water bottles, several fly boxes, cameras etc. 
With YKK’s highly water resistant AquaGuard zippers it 
keeps your gear dry even in bad weather. 
 

 

 AQUA DAY BAG
 
 

Code Item  RRP
V5308 Aqua Day Bag  110 

 

 

 

STORY: The new dark brown colored Aqua Day Pack is a 
totally waterproof backpack for your day trip to a fishing 
destination. It has a thinner and softer material than in the 
original previous generation. It has inner and outer mesh 
pockets for smaller items and an elastic nylon string outside. 
You can easily expand this bag by attaching our Love 
Handles, Mycket Bra or Mini Bra to the shoulder straps’ D-
rings. Waterproof roll-down closing with quick-release 
buckles for easy use. This bag is waterproof IF AND ONLY IF 
closed well and securely. 
 

Measures 50cm x 29.2cm x 17cm  
 

  AQUATUBE
 
 

Code Item  RRP
V5309 Aquatube  149 

 

 

 

STORY: A real carry all bag which keeps all your stuff dry. 
With its wide entrance you can easily throw in even a  4 – 
piece rod tube and the one piece main compartment 
accommodates your week’s fishing gear without problems. 
Carry handles and wide, well-padded shoulder strap makes 
it comfortable to carry around. Water resistant outside 
pocket is handy for smaller items which you need to have 
quickly in hand. This bag is waterproof IF AND ONLY IF 
closed well and securely.  
 

Measures 82cm x 30cm x 30cm.  
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 ALL IN ONE
 

FEATURES: 
 Small covered pocket on the top for name card 
 Adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad 
 Heavy duty 2“ wide Cordura carrying straps with Velcro 

connector 
 

  

Code Item  RRP
V5100B All in one, black  55 

 

 

STORY: Constructed of tough and durable Oxford 
polyester cloth, this bag offers the features you need. It 
has a large main compartment for clothing with a U-
shaped zippered entry for dry storage. Mesh storage 
pockets inside the main compartment with elastic retainer 
straps hold tackle. Two generous end compartments with 
drain holes and mesh uppers hold wet waders and boots 
for drying. The bag is also equipped with a large side 
pocket for accessories.  
 

Measures: 81.3cm x 32.3cm x 34.3cm  
 

 HARD GEAR BAG 
 
 

Code Item  RRP
V5757B Hard gear bag, black  69 

 

 
STORY:  This bag is a real multi-purpose bag for the 
enthusiastic fly fisherman. It can be used as a spacious 
reel bag, accommodating a big bunch of differently sized 
fly reels but thanks to its genius inner wall system you can 
modify it as you like, according to your needs. In addition 
to reels you can make a supportive space for your digital 
SLR or video camera. Or you can use it as a big fly tying 
bag when travelling. The soft divider gives extra 
protection when the bag is closed and its numerous 
zipper pockets keep your small accessories in order and 
easily accessible. The moulded bottom part is waterproof 
up to the rivets and stiches, so it can easily be left on the 
bottom of your boat.  
 

Measures  46 cm x 32 cm x 18 cm 
 

 WADER BAG
 
 

Code Item  RRP
V5303 Wader bag, black  49 

 

 

STORY: Our innovative wader bag is combined with a car 
seat cover which can be also used when changing into 
waders. The mesh made top enables your wet waders 
and shoes to dry while stored in the bag.  
 

Measures 44.5cm x 30cm x 32cm  
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 Travel TUBES
 

Code Item Length  RRP
VTT82 Vision Travel Tube 82 82cm  39 

VTT110 Vision Travel Tube 110 110cm  39 

VTT140 Vision Travel Tube 140 140cm  49 

VTT160 Vision Travel Tube 160 160cm  49 
 

VTTR74 Vision rod&reel tube 74 74cm  34 

VTTR95 Vision rod&reel tube 95 95cm  34 
 

 

 

 

STORY: This is a great tube for the destination angler who wants 
to carry several rods in one tube. These are available in four 
different lengths; 82cm for 4 – piece rods up to 10ft, 110cm for 3 
– piece rods up to 11ft, 140cm for 4 – piece DH rods up to 17ft and 
160cm for 3 – piece DH rods up to 15ft (each length is the 
maximum length for a rod part) and their inside diameter is 
10cm. There is a carry on handle, adjustable shoulder strap, 
address card pocket and protective end caps on both ends. 
Separate cloth bags are available in two different sizes to cover 
all 4 tubes. 
          Two new versions feature a reel pouch so you can have your 
fishing kit ready to go all the time. The reel pouch is padded to 
protect your reel from impacts. Both have a carry on handle and 
an address card pocket. The 74cm model is for 4 – piece rod up 
to 9ft + fly reel and the 95cm model is for 3 – piece rods up to 9ft 
+ fly reel. The zippers are strong and original YKKs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 TRAVEL CLOTH bags 
 

Code Item Length  RRP
VTTB110 Travel Tube cloth bag 110 110cm  29 

VTTB160 Travel Tube cloth bag 160 160cm  29 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

STORY: When you use our Travel tubes for transportation of 
several rods together, you naturally want to protect them and 
keep them organized. The solution is our new protective cloth 
specially made for this purpose. It has separate pockets for 
individual rods and it folds easily to fit inside the tube. 
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                                                       Chapter 15: LAYERING
Vision World Team member Antti Vappula is just so happy...
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 Polartec® fleece 

  

 Wind Pro®

Polartec®’s super fleece, Wind Pro® is 4 times more wind proof than traditional fleece. 
Because the Wind Pro® is not a laminate, it retains the breathability of 85% of the 
traditional fleece keeping you from overheating. The outer surface is treated with 
Durable Water Treatment shedding the rain and snow and the inner surface traps air 
providing warmth. Machine washable. Face Wind Pro® mask, Inka Wind Pro® cap.  
 

 Power Stretch® 

Polartec® Power Stretch® fabrics feature body-hugging 4-way stretch and are very 
breathable. They keep you dry when you sweat and provide warmth without weight. 
These are the most versatile outdoor and fitness clothing fabrics available today. Many 
of the fabrics feature a proprietary construction with two unique surfaces: the durable, 
smooth outer layer is wind- and abrasion-resistant; the soft inner layer pulls moisture 
away from your skin keeping you dry, warm and comfortable. Other fabrics in the series 
feature compression stretch which can improve performance and reduces the chance of 
certain types of stop-go injuries. Machine washable. Power overall and Power hoodie 
top. 
 

 
Thermal Pro®

Polartec® Thermal Pro® gear is the most visually dynamic and technically advanced of 
the Polartec® insulation fabrics. Available in a variety of unique surface textures and 
patterns - many of which are designed to enhance performance — Polartec® Thermal 
Pro® materials are great styling options for virtually every end use. New high loft 
versions have achieved the highest warmth-to-weight ratios of any fabric Polartec® has 
ever offered. Other versions have the look of traditional wool with all the performance 
benefits of fleece. Polartec® Thermal Pro® is our most diverse family of fabrics. 
Thermal pro overall, Thermal pro trousers and Thermal pro jacket. 
 

 Classic Micro®

Polartec® Classic Micro Series with Comfort Stretch brings lightweight warmth, great 
breathability, and comfort to caps. The tight-knit micro-fiber construction is quick 
drying and non-irritating. Micro 100 cap. 
 

 
Windbloc® 

Polartec® Windbloc® fabrics block 100% of the wind and offer maximum protection 
from the cold and the elements. The soft hand, stretch, and Durable Water Repellent 
(DWR) finish combine to make this the highest quality, most comfortable windproof 
fleece product on the market. Wind block gloves. 
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NEW 
SUBZERO PRIMALOFT  

60g JACKET 
 

FEATURES: 
 25 denier polyester rip stop shell fabric with  

DWR treatment  
 Lightweight 60 g PrimaLoft® Sport insulation  

provides excellent warmth and compressibility 
 Full length center-front zipper allows for easy ventilation 
 One chest pocket on the outside and one inside. 
 Elasticized cuffs and adjustable hem seal out  

wind and trap warmth 
 Mesh bag 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V3331-XS Subzero Light Jacket Black  149 
V3331-S Subzero Light Jacket Black  149 
V3331-M Subzero Light Jacket Black   149
V3331-L Subzero Light Jacket Black   149
V3331-XL Subzero Light Jacket Black   149
V3331-XXL Subzero Light Jacket Black   149
V3331-XXXL Subzero Light Jacket Black   149

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
STORY: Challenged only by goose down, Nature’s ultimate insulation material, PrimaLoft® has gained huge numbers of loyal 
followers in various outdoor activities. Subzero jackets are our first endeavors into the world of this wonder fiber. Both jackets are 
equally suitable to be held under a wading jacket for insulation as they are to be held as the outside layer. They are highly wind and 
water resistant, can be packed in a very small space and in case of getting wet they dry quicker than a down jacket. Polyester rip 
stop shell fabric provides additional water and wind protections. These jackets have a full length center front zipper. Elasticized 
cuffs and an adjustable hem seal out wind and trap warmth. 

 

PrimaLoft® insulation form a tight collection of air pockets that trap heat from your body and keep the cold 
out, providing excellent warmth to weight ratio. PrimaLoft® fibers have been engineered to be ultra-fine and 
mimic the softness of goose down. The fibers were developed to be water resistant to stay drier and 
maintain insulating properties. Specially developed fiber finishes repel water and keep the insulation drier 
even if water is forced into the insulation. Ultra-fine fibers make it more compressible. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

+ 
SUBZERO PRIMALOFT  

100g JACKET
 

FEATURES: 
 25 denier polyester rip stop shell fabric with DWR treatment  
 Lightweight 100 g PrimaLoft® Sport insulation  

provides excellent warmth and compressibility 
 Full length center-front zipper allows for easy ventilation 
 Elasticized cuffs and adjustable hem seal out  

wind and trap warmth 
 Two zippered side pockets and a zippered left chest pocket 
 Removable (zipper) hood 
 Mesh bag 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V3350-XS Subzero Jacket Brown  169 
V3350-S Subzero Jacket Brown  169 
V3350-M Subzero Jacket Brown  169 
V3350-L Subzero Jacket Brown  169 
V3350-XL Subzero Jacket Brown  169 
V3350-XXL Subzero Jacket Brown  169 
V3350-XXXL Subzero Jacket Brown  169 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V3360-S Subzero Jacket Purple  169 
V3360-M Subzero Jacket Purple  169 
V3360-L Subzero Jacket Purple  169 
V3360-XL Subzero Jacket Purple  169 
V3360-XXL Subzero Jacket Purple  169 
V3360-XXXL Subzero Jacket Purple  169 
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NEW POWER HOODIE TOP 
 

 

                              

Code Item  RRP 
V6071-S Power Hoodie Top, light grey  110 
V6071-M Power Hoodie Top, light grey    110
V6071-L Power Hoodie Top, light grey    110
V6071-XL Power Hoodie Top, light grey    110
V6071-XXL Power Hoodie Top, light grey    110

 
STORY: Do you like elephants? Now you can look like one with the new 
Elephant Grey Power Hoodie! The inbuilt neck warmer can be flipped over 
your head on your backside when it’s too warm to use it. As its part of the top 
you won’t lose it.  
 

                                                               
 

+ POWER OVERALL
 

                           

                                              

 

Code Item  RRP 
V6069G-S Power overall, light grey  110 
V6069G-M Power overall, light grey  110 
V6069G-L Power overall, light grey  110 
V6069G-XL Power overall, light grey  110 
V6069G-XXL Power overall, light grey  110 
    

V6069-S Power overall, brown  110 
V6069-M Power overall, brown  110 
V6069-L Power overall, brown  110 
V6069-XL Power overall, brown  110 
V6069-XXL Power overall, brown  110 

 

  
STORY: Same new colour as on the Power Hoodie. Troot 
says the elephant. Our popular Thermal Pro overall has been 
the best value mid layer fleece available. Being extremely 
warm and full of great details it has been selling very well 
year after year. We decided to introduce another overall, 
called Power overall, but this time we made it out of 
Polartec® Power Stretch® fabrics. As the name suggests, the 
material stretches well and the new overall feels very 
comfortable. It is not as warm as the Thermal Pro overall, so 
it can be used in warmer conditions together for example 
with our First Skin technical underwear. If it gets cold, just 
add some of our warm fleece trousers and jackets and you 
are ready to go. 
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NEW SUBZERO SHIRT
  

 

Code Item  RRP 
V6080-S Subzero shirt, olive green  110 
V6080-M Subzero shirt, olive green  110 
V6080-L Subzero shirt, olive green  110 
V6080-XL Subzero shirt, olive green  110 
V6080-XXL Subzero shirt, olive green  110 

 

 

 
STORY: Looks of a classic wool shirt but pumped up with 
technical features of modern fleece. More wind and water 
resistant than a normal wool shirt. The feel and odor control of 
wool. Made out of Pontetorto TECNOWOOL. 

Pontetorto Sportsystem has married their traditional wool fabrics and 
their modern knits to create this new line of fabrics with the beautiful 
look of wool that performs technically. Included are fabrics with a 
classic wool pullover look but specially constructed to increase 
thermal insulation. Also find boiled wool fabrics worked with 
waterproof treatments which keep their performance characteristics 
after several washings. We have added classic rib knit structures 
laminated with a special membrane NO WIND to keep a sweater wind 
resistant but with a perfect breathability.  

 
 
 

NEW thermal PRO JACKET 
 

 

 

 

 

Code Item  RRP
V5050-S Thermal pro Jacket, grey  99 
V5050-M Thermal pro Jacket, grey    99
V5050-L Thermal pro Jacket, grey    99
V5050-XL Thermal pro Jacket, grey    99
V5050-XXL Thermal pro Jacket, grey    99

 

 
STORY: Warm and well breathing layering jacket for the 
coldest months. Made from the same Polartec® Thermal Pro® 
fabrics as our trousers and overall. This grey colored jacket has 
full length center front zippers, two zippered side pockets and 
zippered left chest pockets. Elasticized cuffs prevent cold air 
from getting in. A basic, but well-shaped design for a 
comfortable fit and a warm, soft feel. Multi-purpose jacket for 
both fishing and after-fishing activities.  
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 THERMAL PRO TROUSERS
 

 

 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V5060-S Thermal pro trousers, grey  79 
V5060-M Thermal pro trousers, grey  79 
V5060-L Thermal pro trousers, grey  79 
V5060-XL Thermal pro trousers, grey  79 
V5060-XXL Thermal pro trousers, grey  79 

 

 

STORY: Similar technical cut as in our Thermal Pro overall. Fleece 
panels are placed according to their stretch to give you maximum 
comfort. The high waist keeps your back warm and tight cuffs give a 
good fit inside your wading boots.  
 

 

 

 THERMAL PRO OVERALL 
 

 

 

 
Code Item  RRP 
V5004-S Thermal pro overall, grey  79 
V5004-M Thermal pro overall, grey  79 
V5004-L Thermal pro overall, grey  79 
V5004-XL Thermal pro overall, grey  79 
V5004-XXL Thermal pro overall, grey  79 
V5004-XXXL Thermal pro overall, grey  79 

 

 

STORY: Our very popular Thermal Pro overall is the best value mid layer 
fleece available. Its simple design hides a technical item of clothing with a 
complicated cut. As standard fleece stretches in only one way, we cut it in 
pieces to position both vertical and horizontal stretch wherever needed for 
better fit and function. Instead of using normal straps that have no thermal 
qualities and are bulky under the waders, we made ours to fit and feel snug 
while offering the needed stretch. Keeping wading shoes in mind, we 
made the cuffs high and tight. This will prevent bulky ankles and give 
maximum comfort. 
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 FIRST SKIN SET
 

Code Item  RRP 
V1119-S First skin layer set, olive/grey  69 
V1119-M First skin layer set, olive/grey  69 
V1119-L First skin layer set, olive/grey  69 
V1119-XL First skin layer set, olive/grey  69 
V1119-XXL First skin layer set, olive/grey  69 

 

 
STORY: This thermal and cooling underwear set is perfect in all 
conditions as the only layer under your waders or in colder conditions 
combined with our mid-layer insulation fleece. They are made out of 
Bamboo and Micro polyester. This construction provides temperature 
control and excellent moisture transfer. Thanks to its bamboo fibres it 
is also naturally odour free. The technical cut with flat seams provides 
maximum comfort. 
 

 

 

 WIND BLOCk GLOVES 
 
 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V2270-XS Wind Block Glove  29 
V2270-S Wind Block Glove  29 
V2270-M Wind Block Glove  29 
V2270-L Wind Block Glove  29 
V2270-XL Wind Block Glove  29 
V2270-XXL Wind Block Glove  29 
    
V2280-XS Wind Block Neoprene  Glove  29 
V2280-S Wind Block Neoprene  Glove  29 
V2280-M Wind Block Neoprene  Glove  29 
V2280-L Wind Block Neoprene  Glove  29 
V2280-XL Wind Block Neoprene  Glove  29 
V2280-XXL Wind Block Neoprene  Glove  29 

 

 

STORY: Our fleece gloves are made to work with a rod in your hand. They are made of Polartec® Windbloc® fleece that is highly 
water-resistant and breathable. They are also cut for a tight fit. This way it is easy to use them while fishing. Windbloc fleece has 
enough stretch to allow this. There are many sizes to help you find the perfect fit. There are two models; full fleece and 
fleece/neoprene. The model with neoprene has three fingers open in order to give you the touch you need for fishing while the 
other fingers are kept warm 
 

 MICRO CAP
 

Code Item  RRP 
V5012-M Micro cap  29 
V5012-L Micro cap  29 

 

 

STORY: Made out of Polartec ® breathable fleece, this small wonder 
keeps your head warm under the hood of your wading jacket. Works also 
in urban jungles. 
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 INKA WIND PRO CAP
 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V2915B-M Inka Wind Pro Cap, brown  39 
V2915B-L Inka Wind Pro Cap, brown  39 

 

 

STORY: Inka is the ultimate fleece cap for the worst weather. It is made of 
Polartec® Wind Pro®.  
 

 
 

 FACE WIND PRO MASK 
 

 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V5112B-M Face Wind Pro Mask, brown  49 
V5112B-L Face Wind Pro Mask, brown  49 

 

 

STORY: Let the hail hit you! With good products you can fish, no matter 
how bad the conditions are. This balaclava type headwear gives you good 
protection against cold and wind. It is made from Polartec®’s super 
fleece, Wind Pro®, which is 4 times more windproof than traditional 
fleece. Because the Wind Pro® is not a laminate, it remains the 
breathability of 85% of the traditional fleece keeping you from 
overheating. The outer surface is treated with Durable Water Treatment 
shedding the rain and snow and the inner surface traps air providing 
warmth.  

 
 

 

Northern beauty. Vision World Team member Aki Huhtanen posing with a beautiful grayling caught from a secret lake. 
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                                                       Chapter 16: CLOTHING
Vision product manager Antti Guttorm with a Key West permit.
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NEW 2015 T-SHIRTS
 

 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V3006-S Kust Lust T-shirt, blue/light grey  34 
V3006-M Kust lust T-shirt, blue/light grey  34 
V3006-L Kust lust T-shirt, blue/light grey  34 
V3006-XL Kust lust T-shirt, blue/light grey  34 
V3006-XXL Kust lust T-shirt, blue/light grey  34 
 

V3007-S Rip some lips T-shirt, dark grey  34 
V3007-M Rip some lips T-shirt, dark grey  34 
V3007-L Rip some lips T-shirt, dark grey  34 
V3007-XL Rip some lips T-shirt, dark grey  34 
V3007-XXL Rip some lips T-shirt, dark grey  34 

 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V3005 -S Big Daddy T-shirt, light green  34 
V3005 -M Big Daddy T-shirt, light green  34 
V3005-L Big Daddy T-shirt, light green  34 
V3005 -XL Big Daddy T-shirt, light green  34 
V3005 -XXL Big Daddy T-shirt, light green  34 
V3005-XXXL Big Daddy T-shirt, light green  34 

 

Kust Lust. Light and comfy T-shirt for all silver chasers on coastal 
waters. 
Rip Some Lips. Or get some… 
Big Daddy. Hunting for big mamas. 
 
 

 T-SHIRTS 
 

 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V3000-S Catch&Release T-shirt, grey  34 
V3000-M Catch&Release T-shirt, grey  34 
V3000-L Catch&Release T-shirt, grey  34 
V3000-XL Catch&Release T-shirt, grey  34 
V3000-XXL Catch&Release T-shirt, grey  34 
 

V3001-S CDC T-shirt, red  34 
V3001-M CDC T-shirt, red  34 
V3001-L CDC T-shirt, red  34 
V3001-XL CDC T-shirt, red  34 
V3001-XXL CDC T-shirt, red  34 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V3003-S Raglan shirt, white/brown  34 
V3003-M Raglan shirt, white/brown  34 
V3003-L Raglan shirt, white/brown  34 
V3003-XL Raglan shirt, white/brown  34 
V3003-XXL Raglan shirt, white/brown  34 

 
Catch & Release. T-shirt with a statement. 
CDC. Very comfy T-shirt with Vision sketch. 
Raglan. Surfers do it better. Pretend to be one... 
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NEW 
Big DADDY 

HOODIE 

Kala 

HOODIE 
 

 
 

Big Daddy. For pike loving rastas 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Kala. Raglan type sweatshirt for after fishing activities 

 
Code Item RRP 
V3008-S Big Daddy sweatshirt  98 
V3008-M Big Daddy sweatshirt 98 
V3008-L Big Daddy sweatshirt 98 
V3008-XL Big Daddy sweatshirt 98 
V3008-XXL Big Daddy sweatshirt 98 

 

 
Code Item  RRP 
V2980-S Kala sweatshirt, grey  79 
V2980-M Kala sweatshirt, grey  79 
V2980-L Kala sweatshirt, grey  79 
V2980-XL Kala sweatshirt, grey  79 
V2980-XXL Kala sweatshirt, grey  79 

 

 

NEW 2015 caps 
 

Code Item RRP 
V2931 NAHKA CAP, camo 29 
V2932 SALT CAP, blue 29 
V2933 SAVE CAP, olive 29 

 
 
 

 

 
NAHKA. Nahka cap is available with an adjustable snapback. 
 
SALT. Pass Me The Salt cap is available with an adjustable snapback. 
The backside of the cap is made out of elastic mesh for comfort and 
good ventilation. Comes with a black underbrim. 
 
SAVE THE NATIVES. Save the natives cap is available with an 
adjustable snapback. The backside of the cap is made out of elastic 
mesh for comfort and good ventilation. Comes with a black underbrim. 
 

 
 

Nahka  Salt Save 
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 FLEXFIT BURLEY CAPS 
 

 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V2985 Flexfit Burley, Ace of Spey  29 
V2986 Flexfit Burley, Vision  29 

 

 

STORY: Flexfit Vision Burley caps are available with 
the Flexfit design. There is no adjustment strap at the 
back as the whole cap is stretchable. 
 
 

 FLEXFIT MESH CAPS
 

 
 
 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V2990 Flexfit Mesh, brown  29 
V2991 Flexfit Mesh, camo grey  29 

 

 

STORY: Flexfit Vision Mesh (Trucker) caps are 
available with the Flexfit design. There is no 
adjustment strap at the back as the whole cap is 
stretchable. The backside of the cap is made out of 
elastic mesh for comfort and good ventilation. 
 
 

 FLEXFIT BAMBOO CAPS 
 

 
 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V2992 Flexfit Bamboo, navy blue  29 
V2993 Flexfit Bamboo, camo green  29 

 

 

STORY: Flexfit Vision Bamboo caps are available 
with the Flexfit design. There is no adjustment strap 
at the back as the whole cap is stretchable. Odor 
resistant bamboo fibers have been used for extra 
comfort. 

 CLASSIC CAPS
 

Code Item  RRP 
V2913 Classic cap, khaki  18 
V2929 Classic cap, black  18 
V2930 Classic cap, maroon  18 

 

STORY: Comfortable 100% cotton cap adjustable with metal buckle in the back. 
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NEW WILLA BEANIES
 

Code Item  RRP 
V2940 Grey Willa beanie  39 
V2941 Olive Willa beanie  39 
V2942 Brown Willa beanie with a cap  39 

 

STORY: These Willa Beanies are all made out of 100% Bluesign approved merino wool with the best available Schoeller yarns. They 
are hand crafted in Europe.  Brown one has a cap for extra protection and street look. One size fits most heads.  

   

 

 
    
 

  BIG DADDY
 

Code Item  RRP 
V2995 Flexfit Big Daddy cap, green  29 
V2994 Big Daddy beanie, green  25 

 

STORY: Flexfit Big Daddy cap is available with the Flexfit design. There is no adjustment strap at the back as the whole cap is 
stretchable. Big Daddy Beanie has a great street look but can still be used while fishing if you remember to stay away from the  
British chalk streams. One size fits most heads.  
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        Chapter 17: SUNGLASSES
Finns on a roadtrip in New Zealand. Vision World Team member

Antti Vappula is the captain of this spaceship.
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+ MIRRORFLITE      
 
Fishing glasses are a very important piece of fly fishing equipment. Not only do they protect your eyes but they also greatly enhance 
your chances of spotting fish. Wading becomes safer when you actually see where you are putting your feet. Our exclusive range of 
polarized eyewear offers all levels of performance and style. They are all made in France. 
 

We expanded our sunglass range. On top of looking good the Mirrorflite series offers a bit of extra protection from the sun with the 
mirror coating reflecting more sun rays away from the user´s eyes.  All Mirrorflite models come with a hard protective case. Made in 
France. 

Bat Midge 
Large frames with big lenses and side windows for maximum 
visibility. Proper sun glasses for fishing. 

Elegant frames for everybody with narrow head and desire to 
use one pair of sun glasses for fishing and all other activities. 

 

Tuna Kust 
Classic style with modern lenses. Looks like straight from the 
street of Havana in the early 1950s. 

Your number one choice if you go saltwater fishing on 
shallow flats. This lens and mirror combination is the choice 
for most of the professional shallow water saltwater guides. 

Boulder Kapu 
A generic model suitable in addition to fishing also for various 
sports activities. Brown is the color at the moment. 

Traditional model for fishing. Works also in the urban 
environment. 

 

 
 

Superstar Upi 
Big lenses in frames combining old and new design. With these 
you’ll definitely get noticed. 

Modern classic look that makes you enjoy a day on the water 
or a beer on the terrace.  
 

 

Code Item Lenses Frames  RRP 
VWM01 Bat sunglasses Bronze with Disco mirror Black  69 
VWM02  Midge sunglasses Bronze with Disco mirror Black  69 
VWM03  Tuna sunglasses Bronze with Dark Gold mirror Light tortoise  69 
VWM05  Kust sunglasses Bronze with Emerald Green mirror Dark tortoise  69 
VWM07  Boulder sunglasses Bronze with Dark gold mirror Transparent Chocolate Brown  69 
VWM09  Kapu sunglasses Bronze with Disco mirror Black  69 
VWM11  Superstar sunglasses Bronze with Disco mirror Black outside, Cream inside  69 
VWM13 Upi sunglasses Bronze with Dark gold mirror Matte black  69 
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+ POLARFLITE
 

 

Our Polarflite shades includes a wide collection of frames with Actif tri-acetate cellulose lenses. They give 100% protection from 
UVA-, UVB- and UVC light. They effectively block both visible light and the light reflected from water surface reducing the aligned, 
partially polarized glare. They are finished with hardcoat scratch- resistant surface. These lenses will not absorb haze and will stay 
constant with a low haze value of 0,4%. A perfect choice for all-round shades. These standard polarized plastic lenses have all the 
optical qualities needed for fishing. They are also very light. The 2by4 is designed to be worn with the glasses. Pouch included. 
Made in France. 
 

Polarflite™ lens colours 
The lens colour determines how much light will pass through a lens. To keep vision optimal you need less light in sunny 
conditions and more in cloudy weather. Yellow: These lenses actually work as light enhancers. Good for dusk and low light as well 
as for overcast days and evenings. Brown: A superb all-round constant density lens. It provides the best combination of true 
colour transmission and contrast. The optimal performance is achieved in medium bright to bright conditions. 

Jack  
 

Retro style frames with a new gradient brown polarized lens. 
The lenses are darker on top and lighter almost clear at the 
bottom. Great for lowlight conditions. 

  
 

 

Zopper Jörgen 

 
X-Spider Brutal 

 

2x4 Panorama 
 

Code Item Lenses Frames  RRP 
VWF36 2X4 sunglasses, large brown light tortoise  49 
VWF39  2x4 sunglasses, medium yellow light tortoise  49 
VWF37 Zopper yellow black  49 
VWF38 Zopper brown black  49 
VWF40  Panorama sunglasses yellow black  49 
VWF41  Panorama sunglasses brown black  49 
VWF42  X-Spider sunglasses brown dark tortoise  49 
VWF43  X-Spider sunglasses yellow dark tortoise  49 
VWF47 Jörgen yellow dark tortoise  49 
VWF48 Jörgen brown dark tortoise  49 
VWF51  Brutal sunglasses yellow black  49 
VWF52 Brutal sunglasses brown black  49 
VWF70 Jack sunglasses gradient brown black  49 

 

 
 

 
NECK CORD  

 

 

Code Item  RRP 
VFN Float neck Cord  7 
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                                     Chapter 18: ACCESSORIES
Striper, bluefish, bonito and albie fishing on East Coast USA. Done.
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Nano Silicon 

float 
 CDC float  Ultra float 2 

 

 
 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V0910 Nano Silicon float 

20ml 
 9 

 

Code Item  RRP
V0912 CDC float 

20ml 
 9 

 

Code Item  RRP 
VO901 Ultra float 2  5 

 

STORY: Ultra Float 2 is much improved. It now 
floats better and is easier to use. A universal 
non-sticky floatant which can be applied with 
your fingertips. Colour and scent free. 
Removes any remnant of human odour from 
the flies. 

 

STORY: Nano Silicon is a nontoxic, 
silicon floatant that doesn’t leave an oil 
slick on the water. Thermally stable it 
will not harden or become too thin in 
differing weather conditions.  
 
Available in 20 ml easy to use 
transparent bottles equipped with small 
chains. No need for additional bottle 
holsters. 
 
Apply a drop to your fly before you cast 
and reapply as needed. Made in U.S.A. 

 
 

 

STORY: CdC was designed especially 
to float CDC flies although it works 
great on all dry flies. Non-toxic and 
temperature stable it is great for all 
weather conditions. 
 
Available in 20 ml easy to use 
transparent bottles equipped with small 
chains. No need for additional bottle 
holsters. 
 
Apply a drop to your fly before you cast 
and reapply as needed. Made in U.S.A. 
 

NEW BRUSH & FLOAT  Powder float NEW sprays 

  

Code Item  RRP 
V0915 Brush & Float  9 

 

Code Item  RRP
VO903 Powder float  9 

 

Code Item  RRP 
V0917 Nano Fly spray  10 
V0916 Spray & Cast  10 

 

STORY: Fine powder floatant with a 
brush in the cap. Use it for dry flies or 
creating realistic looking air bubbles on 
nymphs, pupas or wet flies.  
 

 

STORY: The very best floatant for small 
and medium flies. Prolongs the life of 
your flies and removes fish slime and 
blood. Rinse your flies in water before 
applying Powder Float, put them in the 
box, shake a couple of times and 
presto! They are ready for use again. 
The double-sided bottle makes this 
much easier compared to traditional 
bottles. It also has a loop to attach the 
bottle to your pin on reel. 
 
 

 

Nano Fly spray: Permeates nearly every kind 
of fly body material, and gives your flies a 
water-repellent treatment. Give the fly a 
couple of false casts after application. 
 
Spray&Cast: Fly line treatment spray. One of 
the easiest line treatments to use on the 
market. Simply spray it on the line and go 
fishing. 
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  Bottoms up      Ferrule Wax  STRIKE RIGHT 

   

Code  Item    RRP
9498  Bottoms 

up 
  5 

 

Code Item  RRP
V0913 Ferrule 

wax 
 6 

 

Code Item  RRP
9511 Strike Right  

strike indicator 
 7.50 

9512 Strike Right small  
strike indicator 

 7.50 

   
STORY: You can’t survive without 
this one. Absolutely vital for fly 
fishing. Holds your round chemical 
bottles firmly. 

STORY: Protects rod joints and 
prolongs thus the lifespan of your 
dear friend. 

STORY: StrikeRight indicators are 30% 
lighter than other foam indicators, so they 
float higher and are easier to see and cast. 
Because they are aerodynamically shaped at 
both ends, they cause less wind resistance 
when casting. StrikeRight indicators are easy 
to apply and remove, and they are reusable. 
Each package includes six pieces.

 

 LANDING NETS 

 
VMR V9053  V9055 V9050 V9054
Magnetic releaser. 

 

Trout net with a beautiful 
reddish brown chassis 
and a transparent silicon 
net. With a magnetic 
releaser. 

Larger oval net with a 
greenish chasiss and a 
green rubberized net. 
With a magnetic 
releaser. 

Traditional trout net 
with a magnetic 
releaser and a black 
net. 

New trout net with 
a truly beautiful 
reddish brown 
chasiss and a 
black net. With a 
magnetic releaser.

 
 

Code Item  RRP 
V9050 Trout net wood + magnetic holder  75 
V9053 Brown wood and clear silicone net + magnetic holder  89 
V9054 Brown wood and black net + magnetic holder  89 
V9055 Oval wood and green rubber net + magnetic holder  99 
VMR Magnetic releaser  19 
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 FORCEPS  
 

 

CLASSIC forceps 
These are traditional forceps with straight jaws. The jaw surface 
is flat from the tip part to protect the fly when unhooking your 
catch and serrated form the back, offering good grip whenever 
heavier twist and work is needed. There’s also a needle at the 
back of the jaws for cleaning the fly eyes. The grip has soft, 
bright green coating for comfortable use. Overall length 6” / 
15cm. Item code V9010. 

 

CURVED forceps 
These are curved tip versions of the Classic forceps. The jaw 
surface is flat from the tip part to protect the fly when 
unhooking your catch and serrated form the back, offering 
good grip whenever heavier twist and work is needed. There’s 
also a needle at the back of the jaws for cleaning the fly eyes. 
The grip has soft, bright green coating for comfortable use. 
Overall length 6” / 15cm. Item code V9011. 

 

PRO forceps 
Pro forceps fit comfortably into your hand, thanks to their 
mitten style shape. They are very easy and quick to use. The 
straight jaws have flat tips with serrated back portion with 
needle. The built in scissor blades will cut even the heaviest 
tippet material with ease. Overall length 6,5” / 17cm. Item 
code V9040. 

 

 
MEGA forceps 
These are designed for serious Big Mama hunters. The 
additional length and strength is great when unhooking toothy 
monsters. Behind the fly friendly jaws we have added extra 
sharp and long lasting Tungsten Carbide scissors. The scissor 
blades are made from extra high quality German Tungsten 
Carbide allowing you to cut even the wire leaders with ease. 
Soft bright green handles are comfortable even when it’s really 
cold. Overall length 8” / 21cm. Item code V9042. 
 

Code Item 
V9010 Classic forceps 
V9011 Curved forceps 
V9040 Pro forceps 
V9042 Mega forceps 

 

 

 

 
ZINGERS AND NIPPER 

 Made In Japan 

 
 

 
Code Item  
V9018 Carabine zinger  
V9019 Rotozinger  

 

Code Item  
V9022 Nipper with pin  

 

 

STORY: Finally zingers that work better and never easily 
loosen. Our Carbine model does not have the classic pin. It 
is attached with a clip. The Roto model has a super strong 
pin and to avoid stress it also rotates. All zingers have 
durable nylon wires with a safety locking tool clip. 
 

 

STORY: These exceptionally fine tools cut perfectly and easily any 
monofilament from up to 100lb. The needle is so sharp it will clean 
hook eyes as well as straighten wings, hackles, wind knots, picking, 
dubbing etc. Made in Japan. 
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 VISION FLY TYING VICE

 
 

Code Item  RRP 
VFTV Vision Fly Tying Vice  189 

 

 

STORY: This revolutionary Vision 2in1 Vise, designed by hard core fly tying professionals, will fulfill all your tying needs. It comes 
with a tube fly needle & head and with a more traditional hook jaws. Fly fishing with tube flies has become a viable alternative 
alongside to traditional flies. The new 2in1 Vise allows enjoyable tying for traditional fly hooks and tube flies without compromises. 
It holds firmly all hooks between #4/0 – #28. Its new design leaves the maximum space for your hands to tie freely and 
comfortably. The head rotation has accurate and quick adjustment. The vise is made from stainless steel so you know it’ll be your 
lifetime partner. 
 

 
 
“In the beginning we really started to design a vise especially for tube flies. But as a result we have a 2in1 Vise that works brilliantly 
with hooks and tubes. In design we paid special attention to materials, ergonomics, form and functionality. All unnecessary parts 
were removed from the design. We wanted to keep the Vise as simple as possible and leave the stage for the flies. 2in1 has half the 
parts, and twice the features when compared to traditional vises”. In this case we can rightly say: "Less is definitely more". 
 
Designed in Finland by Ville Porkka & Mikko Juntura 
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 CLASSIC - FLY BOXES 
 

Code Item 

7905 CLASSIC – 8 compartments with lids 

 
STORY: This quality fly box is made of durable and lightweight 
ABS plastic. It features tight fitting lids, full-length piano 
hinges, lanyard eyelets and easy-open recessed latches.  
 

 
 

 SLIM  - FLY BOXES  

 
   

V101 Slim small V102 Slim medium  V103 Slim large 
   

   

V104 Slim magnet medium V111 Slim magnum V112 Slim magnum 
 

 

Code Item Dimensions 
V101 SLIM small 110x75x12mm 
V102 SLIM medium 128x100x12mm 
V103 SLIM large 187x98x12mm 
V104 SLIM MAGNET medium 128x98x12mm 
V111 SLIM Magnum 12 row 31x22x2cm 
V112 SLIM Magnum 18 row  31x22x2cm 

 

STORY: This family consists of three types of fly boxes: Slim, Fit 
and Tube. The boxes are decorated with a special fish camo print. 
Slim boxes are extremely thin and you can squeeze several inside a 
normal vest pocket. Slim series includes a special box with a 
magnetic bottom for preventing the flies/hooks for dropping out. 
Fit series boxes are slightly thicker, but still slim when compared to 
traditional fly boxes. The unique family is completed with a duo of 
tube fly boxes. 
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 FIT - FLY BOXES 
 

   

V105 Fit medium V106 Fit medium 

 

V107 Fit large V113 Fit XL 

 

V110 Deep Fit V114 Fit Big Daddy 

  
Code Item Dimensions  
V105 FIT medium  14.6x8.1x21cm  
V106 FIT medium / straight cut  14.6x8.1x21cm  
V107 FIT large / straight cut  18.5x10x1,7cm  
V113 FIT XL / straight cut  28x19x2cm  
V110 DEEP FIT large/straight cut  18.5x10x2.8cm  
V114 FIT BIG DADDY straight cut  28x19x5cm  
 

 
STORY: This family consists of three types of fly boxes: Slim, Fit and Tube. The boxes are decorated with a special fish camo 
print. Fit series boxes are slightly thicker, but still slim when compared to traditional fly boxes.  
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 TUBE - FLY BOXES 

V108 Tube 5 compartments V109 Tube 3 compartments 
 

Code Item Dimensions STORY: This family consists of three types of fly boxes: Slim, Fit 
and Tube. The boxes are decorated with a special fish camo print. 
The unique family is completed with a duo of tube fly boxes. 

V108 Tube, 5 compartments  14.6x8.1x2.1cm 
V109 Tube, 3 compartments  14.6x8.1x2.1cm 

 

 

 

 

 

RR Rod rack REEL-R Reel rack  
 

 

 MARKETING 
 

Code Item 
ER EYEWEAR RACK 
TARRA VISION STICKER 12 CM 
TARRAXL VISION STICKER 30 CM 
TARRAXXL VISION STICKER 61 CM 
RR ROD RACK 
REEL-R REEL RACK 
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FINNISH – ENGLISH VOCABULARY 
 

Opas - guide, ghillie 
Vipu - lever 
Kela - reel 

Rulla - reel 

Havu - 
fresh sprig or small branch of a coniferous 
tree 

Bäkkäri - backing line (slang) 
Kura - dirt 

Loikka - bounce, leap 
Sade - rain 
Kala - fish 
Valu - die cast 
Kalu - maybe something slightly improper… 

taimen - trout 
lohi - salmon 

harjus - grayling 
rautu - arctic char 
hauki - pike 

joki - river 
järvi - lake 
meri - sea 
vene - boat 

  
Joulupukki - Santa Claus 

jääkarhu - polar bear 
ravintola - restaurant 

baari - bar 
olut - beer 
viini - wine 

Koskenkorva - National spirits / liquor 
Olet kaunis. - You are beautiful. 

Rakastan sinua. - I love you. 
 

 

 
PHOTO CREDITS: Pasi Visakivi (cover, p.8, p.28, p 51, p.83), Fly-dressing/Niklaus Bauer (p.3, p.13, p.14, 
p.15, p.43, p.67), Juuso Syrjä (p.7), Ivan Dragojlović (p.2, p.55, p.70), Claudio Martin (p.16, p.56), Steve 
Light (p.19), Jarkko Suominen (p.20), Juha Guttorm (p.23), Jasper Pääkkönen/Arktiset Vedet (p.24), Antti 
Pirinen/Kharlovka Camp (p.35), Jim Williams (p.36, p.64), Antti Guttorm (p.46), Aki 
Huhtanen/GraylingLand (p.74, p.90), Ville Järvinen (p.52), Kasperi Salo (p.76), Ari Leiman (p.91), Antti 
Vappula (p.96), Jari Koski (p.99), Tuomas Rytkönen (p.107).  
 



 
ARGENTINA 

The South American Angling Company 
San Martin 917, Rio Gallegos, Santa Cruz 

ZIP 9400, Argentina 
Tel: +54 2966 439233 

info@theanglingcompany.com.ar   
www.visionflyfishing.com.ar 

 
HUNGARY, ROMANIA 

Energofish Ltd. 
Helsinki Str. 75 
1201 Budapest 

Tel: 36-1-283 2285 
 

 
RUSSIA 

Streamer Ltd 
Torfyanaya doroga 7, Saint-Petersburg, 

BC ”Gulliver”, office #704 
Tel. +7812 4412565 

admin@fishingnews.ru 
www.fishingnews.ru

 
AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, 

CZECH REPUPLIC, SLOVENIJA 
Hurch Flyfishing Gmbh 

Kuglhofstr. 18 
A-5020 Salzburg, Austria 

Tel: 43 662 834427 
office@hurch.com 

www.hurch.com 

 
ICELAND 

Veiðivörur.is 
Útivistar og veiðiverslun 

Staðsetning: Amaró húsinu í miðbænum, 
Hafnarstræti 101, 600 Akureyri 

Sími: 462-1977 
matti@veidivorur.is 
www.veidivorur.is

 
SERBIA 

Eurofish D.O.O.Cacak 
Uciteljska 6 

32000 Cacak 
Tel. 38132340266 

eurofish@open.telekom.rs 

 
 

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND 
Clarkson Imports & Dist Pty Ltd 

1 Naismith Court 
Rowville. Vic. 3178, Australia 

Tel: 03 9755 5377 
piscesfishingtackle@netspace.net.au 

 

 
ITALY 

Old Captain S.R.L. 
Via Varese 47 

21052 Busto Arsizio (Va) 
Tel: 39 0331 382420 

info@oldcaptain.it 
www.oldcaptain.it 

 
SPAIN 

Deportes Landa 
C/Picasso, 3, 48012 Bilbao 

Tel:  34-94-422 18 01 
JonHuerga@pescamosca.com 

www.pescamosca.com 

BELARUSSIA 
Salmo Belfishing Ltd 

Revolucionnaya Str. 20 A 
210001 Vitebsk 

Tel: +375 296 860 098 

 

JAPAN 
Caps Corporation 

2-12-19 Shinmori Asahi-Ku, Osaka 535-0022 
Tel: 81 6 6955 2066 

hamachi@capsjp.co.jp 

SOUTH-AFRICA 
Flygear C.C. 

288 South rand road, Risana, South hills 
2197 Johannesburg 

Ruben: 0832639010 
ruben@flygear.co.za 

www.flygear.co.za 
 

BENELUX,  GERMANY, FRANCE 
VDS Fly Fishing Tackle 

Liersesteenweg 29 
BE-2221 Booischot, Belgium 

Tel: +32 1522 5893 
vds.flyfishing@skynet.be 

 

 
 
 

SOUTH KOREA 
Spider Fly Shop 

# 449-4, Gambuk-Dong 
Hanam-city, 456-819 Gyeonggi-Do 

Tel: 82-2-477-3333 

 

CANADA 
Fish Brooks Tackle 

810 Herring Cove Road 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

B3R-2M6 
Tel: (902) 471-2592 
djphill@eastlink.ca 

www.visionflyfishingcanada.com

LATVIA 
Salmo Ltd 

Daugavgrivas 31 A STR 
LV1007 Riga 

Tel: 371 7467954 
salmo@salmo.com.lv 

SWEDEN, DENMARK, NORWAY 
Fly-Dressing AB 

Fanergatan 18 
56633 Habo, Sweden 
Tel: 46 (0)36 46095 
info@flydressing.se 
www.flydressing.se 

 
CHILE 

Gerente de Chilepescamosca. 
www.chilepescamosca.com 

www.chilepescamosca.blogspot.com 
Facebook: Chilepescamosca Fly shop 

Cel.87094440 

 

 
LITHUANIA 

Salmolita Uab 
Jonavos 254 

Kaunas 
Tel: +370 37 337 888 

salmo@salmo.lt 

 

 
UKRAINE 

Ribolov Servis Ltd 
Kolektorna Str. 24/26, 02160 Kiev 

Tel: 380 44 562 7742 
salmo@salmo.com.ua 

ESTONIA 
Gone Fishing Ltd 

Tel: +3725049192 
www.flyfishing.ee 
info@flyfishing.ee 

 

MONGOLIA 
Uran Uurgach Fly Fishing Store 

Address: 13th horoolol,Tumen Nast hothon 
36a.Ulaanbaatar ,Mongolia 

Phone: 976-99037022,976-99123859 
Mail: bat_er40@yahoo.co.uk 

Internet: facebook/URAN UURGACH FLY 
FISHING STORE 

UNITED KINGDOM and IRELAND 
Guide Flyfishing Ltd 

Unit 5, Moor Lane Trading Estate 
Bishopdyke Road, Sherburn In Elmet 

LS25 6ES Leeds, UK 
Tel: 01977 681300 

sales@guideflyfishing.co.uk 
www.visionflyfishing.co.uk

 
FINLAND 

Vision Group Ltd 
Niinistönkatu 1 

05800 Hyvinkää 
Tel: 358 (0)9 2797 610 

www.visiongroup.fi 

 

 
POLAND 

Vision Polska 
30-383 Kraków 

Ul. Kobierzyńska 160 A 
Tel: +48 (0) 12 296 41 70 

biuro@hurch.pl 
www.hurch.pl 

 
USA 

Vision Fly Fishing USA 
Tel/fax: 866-825-4614 

info@visionflyfishingusa.com 
www.visionflyfishingusa.com 
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